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Engineering Program 
Gets New Facilities 
by Tanya Osio 
The University of San Diego has ex­
panded its curriculum with an electronics 
oriented electrical engineering program to 
complement its existing strong majors in 
computer science, physics, chemistry, 
mathematics, and the life sciences. 
The electronical engineering program 
has been open to the Freshman Students 
since the Fall of 1986. Students may 
receive a dual B.S./B.A. degree with a ma­
jor in Electronical Engineering. 
The electronics engineering speciality in­
cludes computer aided engineering elec­
tronics circuits, devices and systems, 
digital systems, logic design, electronic 
communications, control systems, signal 
processing, instrumentation and testing. 
Special emphasis has been placed on the 
use of integral components in modern 
engineering products and systems. 
The electrical engineering program has 
been designed and developed with strong 
continuing participation of the corporate 
community including the valuable U.S.D. 
Corporate Associates and the American 
Electronics Association and its members 
in the San Diego area. The curriculum has 
been designed to meet professional ac­
creditation requirements of the Engineering 
Accreditation Commission of the Ac­
creditation Board of Engineering and 
Technology. 
The chairman of the Physics and 
engineering facility, Dr. Thomas A. Kan-
neman, is very enthusiastic about stabiliz­
ing the new program. There are 24 
freshman and sophomores who intend to 
major in electronical engineering by 1990. 
Ultimately Kanneman is expecting 100 
students at any given time. The depart­
ment's long term goal is to have a profes­
sional masters degree program 
The facility is located in the basement of 
offices. There are expected to be two more 
labs in the near future. The lab that is now 
in use has been renovated. There are ten 
new Hewlett Packard Personal computers 
and P.C. compatable instrumentation. 
This instrumentation replaces the usual 
testing and metering equipment that 
engineers use. The new instruments give 
their readings directly to the H-P com­
puters, where they can be read off of the 
screen or stored for later reference. The 
system also has design and graphics 
capability, and a laser printer for 
reproducing high quality graphics. 
The cost of the equipment was 
$250,000. This figure, however, is roughly 
half of the original value of the equipment. 
Some of it was donated and some of it was 
discounted from 20% to 50%. Hewlett 
Packard and Teledyne Ryan have both 
contributed equipment to the lab. 
USD hopes that expanding it's science 
field will attract companies to donate 
funds to the program. Many universities 
work with local industry in this manner. 
The schools set up their programs to 
match the needs of area companies. They 
then receive funding from the companies, 
which helps the school hold costs down. 
The companies often offer internships, 
and recruit the students after graduation. 
USD is trying to develop those types of 
relationships here. 
The question remains, however, 
whether or not the cost of the new pro­
gram is justifiable, with only 24 students 
currently enrolled as engineering majors. 
Kanneman is positive that the program 
will both expand in numbers and improve 
its reputation until it is on par with other 
USD fields of study. This, combined with 
the fact that engineers are in demand and 
their starting salaries are among the 
highest for any career field will open op­
portunities for USD students, feels Kan-
Serra Hall. There is a new lab and three new neman. 
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Toreros take Leopards 28-0 in home opener. Story on page 13. 
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Graduate fine arts students study fencing in preparation for Shakespearean 
acting. 
USD, Old Globe Theatre Begin 
Dramatic Arts Program 
By Kristen Willhite 
The artistic staff of the Old Globe 
Theater, long involved in educating, train­
ing, and developing young actors, has 
recently joined with the University of San-
Diego to create a program specifically ad­
dressed to the minds, as well as the voices 
and bodies, of young actors. 
This program has been formalized to ' 
give them the specific classical skills and 
the rigorous literary grounding that 
classical drama requires, thereby meeting 
the needs not only of the Old Globe 
Theater itself, but also of classical theater 
nationwide. 
Students participating in this two-year, 
60 unit program, fulfill the academic por­
tion of their study at the University of San 
Diego under the direction of the English 
Department, and their practical theatrical 
work at the Old Globe Theater, under the 
supervision of the Globe staff. 
This is a highly selective program, to 
which no more than twelve or thirteen 
students will be admitted per year. This 
year the program will begin with seven 
students. All students admitted will 
receive full tuition fellowships and, for 
their second year, additional stipends. 
The students selected for the Masters of 
Fine Arts program were evaluated 
through both a traditional USD applica­
tion process and auditions held in 
Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, San 
Diego, and San Francisco. The seven 
chosen students were selected from more 
than 100 applicants throughout the 
United States. 
Courses in acting, speech, voice, move­
ment, Alexander Technique and other 
aspects of development in acting will be 
taught at the Old Globe. The students will 
also have the opportunity to actually per­
form in productions at both USD and at 
the Old Globe Theater. 
Although similar programs are rare; 
they reportedly exist with established pro­
fessional theaters at Harvard, Yale, 
Webster, Florida State and Alabama 
Universities. 
This year's new students include: Mat­
thew Edwards, Helen Greenberg, Mark 
Guin, Sterling Macer, Barry Mann, 
Richard Ortega, Deborah Pearl, and 
Elizabeth Soukup. 
USD Vice President, Provost and Presi­
dent of the Old Globe's Board of Direc­
tors, Sister Sally Furay, remarked, "The 
Old Globe, with its nationally acclaimed 
theatrical professionals, and the Universi­
ty of San Diego, with its superb English 
E)epartment faculty who have great depth 
in all areas of dramatic literature, will 
assure students the finest educational op­
portunity." 
Dr. David Hay, Old Globe Theater 
Associate Director and Dr. Barton 
Thurber, USD English Department Chair 
are responsible for the development of the 
MFA curriculum. 
Dr. Hay directs the program which is 
administered by a three member panel 
comprised of Hay, Thurber, and the Old 
Globe Executive Producer Craig Noel, 
who stated, "A jointly administered 
Continued on page 4 
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Daddy, Where Do Contras Come From? 
Second in a Series 
by Chris Toward 
A majority of Americans oppose aid to the 
contras. Yet, as Everett Carll Ladd'pointed 
out in a recent issue of Public Opinion, a ma­
jority of Americans opposes foreign aid to vir­
tually everyone for virtually everything. 
A great deal of confusion still lingers in this 
country over the contras, as do some of the old 
myths about their history and make-up. The 
purpose of this article, therefore, is to address 
the who, what and why questions surrounding 
the contras. 
Of this number, about 600-800 
reorganized into counter-revolutionary in­
surgencies. Their chances of having any 
impact in Nicaragua were negligible. 
However, as the Sandinistas internal 
policies became more repressive, the fate, 
make-up and role of the counter­
revolution changed dramatically. 
By the end of 1984, several former 
members of the post-revolution govern­
ment had joined the main resistance force, 
the Nicaraguan Democratic Front, or 
FDN. The FDN also attracted con­
siderable popular membership, as reflected 
in its growth from several hundred to 
15,000-16,000 fighters. 
Although the FDN began mostly with 
former guardsmen, they no longer 
dominate the movement. In this respect, 
the United States has been helpful in 
organizing the FDN into a more respec­
table entity, hr 1981-82 the FDN direc­
torate was formed, with half of the direc­
tors being proposed by the fighting force 
and half by the U.S. 
The majority of the six civilians who 
now form the directorate were supporters 
of the 1979 revolution. They include: 
Alfonso Robelo, a former member of the 
post-revolutionary junta and former 
leader of Nicaragua's largest non-
Sandinista party, the Nicaraguan 
Democratic Movement; Pedro Joaquin 
Chamorro, son of La Prensa's editor, who 
opposed Somoza; Alfredo Cesar, former 
head of the Nicaraguan Central Bank 
under the Sandinistas and a former San-
dinista militant; Maria Azucena Ferrey, 
who collaborated with the Sandinista 
underground in the 1970's and later 
became a member of the Social Christian 
Party; Adolfo Calero, a Somoza oppo­
nent; and Aristides Sanchez, a former 
member of Nicaragua's landed elite. 
The U.S. was also instrumental in form­
ing the United Nicaraguan Opposition 
(UNO) to attract and combine the 
fragmented opposition forces who did not 
wish to associate with the FDN despite its 
diminished membership of former guards­
men. 
A third force, the Southern Opposition 
Bloc (BOS) is headed by Eden Pastora, the 
former Sandinista interior minister and 
defense minister. The BOS is the smallest 
of the three resistance groups. 
Together these three groups (the FDN, 
UNO and BOS) constitute what 
Americans know as the contras, although 
the majority of guerilla activity is carried 
out by the FDN. 
The Sandinista popular base is confined 
mainly to the 'urban areas of Nicaragua's 
Pacific Coast (i.e., Managua, Leon, 
Granada, Masaya and Carazo). Member­
ship in the resistance forces is recruited 
main!1, from denartmenrs in the north and 
U.e(, Madriz 
Esteli, Jinotega, Chinadega and 
Matagalpa). Additionally, inhabitants of 
Nicaragua's central and eastern depart­
ments allow the resistance forces to 
operate in their regions because of 
widespead disaffection with the San­
dinistas. 
The vast majority of the resistance 
forces are volunteers, although there have 
been scattered reports of kidnappings. By 
contrast, the Sandinista army and militia 
• are built through a compulsory draft 
which has caused widespread desertion, 
draft evasion and switching over to the 
resistance by young Nicaraguans. 
To counter the contras popular support 
in the areas mentioned, the Sandinistas 
have forcibly moved between 100,000 and 
160,000 people this year alone, according 
to the independent Permanent 
Nicaraguan Human Rights Commission. 
And according to Nina H. Shea, writing in 
The New Republic (September 1, 1986 
issue), the Commission "reported hun­
dreds of arrests in government dragnets" 
in the region since 1985. "Most involved 
campesinos accused of 'collaborating with 
the contras' but not specifically charged 
with any crime. They were released after 
several weeks or months in jail." (The 
founding members of the Permanent 
Nicaraguan Human Rights Commission 
fled Nicaragua after receiving government 
threats. The Sandinistas closed the Com­
mission in February 1981, but allowed it to 
reopen, with restrictions, after strong in­
ternational protest). 
The Sandinistas massive relocation pro­
gram, combined with the growth of 
resistance membership, are testimony 
against the Sandinistas' claim that the 
resistance has no popular support. Indeed, 
they indicate a decline in Sandinista sup­
port outside of the Pacific Coast areas. 
The Sandinistas continue to claim that 
the FDN is made up of former "National 
Guardsmen," but simple arithmetic 
vitiates this assertion. No more than 6,000 
guardsmen escaped Nicaragua after the 
revolution, yet FDN membership is over 
15,000. Therefore, it is mathematically im­
possible for the Sandinista claim to be 
true, unless the guardsmen reproduce by 
fission. 
Still another claim is that the FDN 
leadership is dominated by former guards­
men. The opposite is true. As we have 
seen, the FDN directorate is dominated by 
former opponents of Somoza. There are 
more former Sandinistas (twenty-seven, or 
48 percent) than former guardsmen (thir­
teen, or 23 percent) acting as middle-level 
regional or task force commanders. Less 
than two percent of the overall FDN 
membership are former guardsmen, (all of 
this is according to the Subcommittee on 
Western Hemishpere Affairs in the U.S. 
House of Representatives). 
The Sandinistas also claim that the con­
tras are "CIA mercenaries." However, the 
vast majority of the contras receive no 
payment and only a few leaders receive 
support for their families. And it defies 
credulity to assert that the contras are lay­
ing their lives on the line against other 
Nicaraguans simply at the behest of the 
CIA. Redd Brody, the pro-Sandinista 
author of Contra Terror in Nicaragua, ad­
mits that "FDN and U.S. Government 
claims that the FDN is largelv a 'peasant 
army' of Nicaraguans disaffected with 
their government are accurate." 
The greatest contributing factors to the 
growth of the resistance have been the 
Sandinistas own harsh policies. 
In her New Republic article, Nina H. 
Shea describes the Sandinistas repressive 
tactics: "...they stifle dissent through ar­
rests and detentions, torture, property 
confiscations, food ration cutbacks, job 
dismissals, bank loan denials, and 
ideological pressure' by neighborhood 
'Sandinista Defense Committees.' Those 
who refuse to be silenced or to surrender 
their freedoms are free to leave. Over 
200,000 have done so." In fact, Nicaragua 
now produces more refugees than any 
other country in Central America. 
Other policies that have contributed to 
the refugee flood and to the size of the 
resistance include: the compulsory draft 
for the army and militia; forced participa­
tion in state cooperatives; political and 
human rights abuses; forced relocation in­
to strategic hamlets; opposition to 
religious freedom (with the exception of 
"liberation theology" supporters, whom 
the Sandinistas view favorably); persecu­
tion or exile of non-revolutionary priests; 
and land seizures. 
As Arturo Cruz, Jr. wrote in The New 
Republic (March 10, 1986), the contra "is 
fighting for no other reason than to 
preserve his way of life, to protect his 
traditions from the voracious appetite of a 
Leninist vanguard determined to 
transform him — against his will — into a 
'new man.' " 
All of these factors have contributed to 
the ferocity with which the resistance 
fights. 
To their discredit, however, the contras 
have been duly criticized for commiting 
human rights abuses. These stem mainly 
from the hatred that is inherent in most 
civil wars, and from a lack of professional 
training. As part of its support for the 
contras, the U.S. is trying to sensitize the 
contras to the importance of respecting 
human rights. Still, the abuses that have 
occurred should not be condoned. 
Despite the darker side displayed by 
some resistance members, the movement 
as a whole has a significant following not 
only in Nicaragua, but throughout Cen­
t ra l  Amer ica .  Th is  was  amp ly  
demonstrated by a recent poll conducted 
in Costa Rica, Honduras, El Salvador, 
and Guatemala by the Costa Rican af­
filiate of Gallup International. 
Susan Kaufman Purcell recounts the 
poll's results in the current issue of Foreign 
Affairs: "Strong majorities in all four 
countries believe that the Sandinista 
government represents a minority of the 
Nicaraguan population. Most think a ma­
jority of Nicaraguans favor the resistance. 
At least 75 percent of respondents in all 
four countries express unfavorable opi­
nions of Nicaragua, while at least 70 per­
cent in all four countries describe 
Nicaragua as an instrument of Cuba and 
the Soviet Union. Eighty percent see 
Nicaragua as a threat to the region. Seven 
in 10 Costa Ricans and Hondurans believe 
Nicaragua is trying to weaken their respec­
tive governments, as do nearly two-thirds 
in El Salvador. Large majorities in all four 
countries claim it will be better for 
Nicaragua if the resistance wins and bette-
for their own countries as well. More than 
two-thirds of the respondents in all four 
countries are aware of and approve of 
U.S. aid, both military and non-military, 
to the Nicaraguan resistance. Finally, bet­
ween 54 and 69 percent of those interviewed 
believe that if the resistance movement 
were to gain power, it would hold free elec­
tions in Nicaragua and establish a 
democratic government there." 
With the Sandinistas in power, one can 
only guess how Nicaraguans might have 
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Join The 
Vista Staffers 
The Vista is looking for dedicated 
and enthusiastic students to join the 
Vista crew. Drop by the VISTA office 
today at 4:00. 
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From The Desk 
by Monica Sanchez 
Edi tor - in -Chie f  
A recent study conducted by Harvard 
University's Graduate School of Education 
and published in September's Harvard 
Education Letter warned that "children 
will not flourish in the adult world if they 
do not learn the skills to get what they 
need withour riding roughshod over other 
people." 
It is my belief that these skills are best 
acquired at home. However, very often 
now children live in an isolated world. 
Divorce, alcoholism, drug addiction and 
workaholism are factors which cause 
children to spend more time isolated from 
their families. 
We have heard many accounts, both 
positive and negative, about the so-called 
"latchkey kids." These children spend 
three or four hours after school on their 
own, until the parent 01 parents return 
from work. Those in favor of this concept 
Letter: 
argue that it teaches a child to be indepen­
dent and responsible. However, why 
should a child have to mature before his 
time? 
Granted, in order to maintain a good 
standard of living and be able to give a 
child the material comforts, it is often 
necessary for both parents to work. This 
should not prevent parents from showing 
interest, enthusiasm and encouragement 
for his activities as is happening more and 
more often. 
I recently read an article that my grand­
father wrote. I would like to conclude with 
his words, and a prayer for those of us 
who will be parents someday, that we will 
successfully meet this challenge: 
"Don't you think that much of what 
happens to young people today is due to 
their lack of family life? The home is the 
best educational institution, and parents, 
through their advice and example are the 
best teachers. How vast is their respon­
sibility!" 
3PIKE RAN OUT OF THE BANK ONLF 
REALIZE HE WA* THE VICTIM OF 
A 6INI51ER CRIME... 
Sandinista Article Was 'Reagan Rhetoric And Lies' 
This is in response to Chris Towards' 
editorial that sadly espoused Reagan 
rhetoric and lies. For over six years this 
very same stance has been pushed down 
our throats, yet it has not succeeded in 
changing American public opinion. You 
were right about one thing, most people 
do oppose aid to the Contras. More ac­
curately over 60% of Americans are 
against any further tax dollars being 
thrown away on Reagans' anticommunist 
crusade. As for a Communish threat? In 
the course of this rebuttle I will try to ex­
plain how truly misguided and misinform­
ed your article was. 
Throughout your article the Sandinista 
government was depicted as a brutal dic­
tatorial regime. Criticism of them, 
however, can be easily discredited. As 
anyone who is "impervious to evidence, 
chronology, and logic" might respond, 
"where were you and your criticism of 
human rights when Somoza was in 
power?" In 1978-79, in the last days of 
Somoza, approximately 50,000 people 
were killed. Where is the criticism now of 
countries like El Salvador, Guatemala and 
Chile? The atrocities committed by these 
oppressive military regimes are extreme in­
deed. The Council on Hemispheric Affairs 
selected El Salvador and Guatemala as the 
worst human rights abusers in Latin 
America. In the past six years they have 
succeeded in killing roughly 150,000 peo­
ple and causing many more refugees. Your 
argument on the Sandinistas' "less than 
sterling" human rights record becomes 
even more ridiculous when reputable 
reports list the Contras as tied for first 
place for the severest abusers of human 
rights. One example of the Contras' 
brutality was witnessed by an American 
priest. He saw the Contras "going into a 
town, shooting it up, killing people, taking 
a fourteen year old girl, raping her, slitting 
her throat, cutting her head off, and put­
ting it on a pole to intimidate the rest of 
the population." These are the terrorists 
Reagan calls "freedom fighters and the 
moral equivalent of our founding fathers?" 
I do not recall Washington or Jefferson be­
ing accused of such attrocities. No wonder 
the Contras have no popular support in 
Nicaragua. 
An important question then is, "why is 
the U.S. really intervening in Nicaragua?" 
It is obviously not for "claimed" human 
rights abuses. International Councils have 
often praised Nicaragua for its im­
provements of human rights and social 
reforms. Can the reason be a Soviet 
threat? Sorry, but communist paranoia 
cannot explain it either. The reality is that 
the U.S. is desperately trying to get 
Nicaragua to rely solely on Russian aid, so 
we can justify our aggression toward them. 
Noam Chomsky, professor of linguistics 
and philosophy, explains; "We are send­
ing a military force to attack a country 
and at the same time are cutting every 
source of aid to them . . . We want the 
Soviet Union to support them ... It is not 
suprising that the country we are attack­
ing turns to the one country that is willing 
to give them aid — the Soviet Union." 
Data shows that before the U.S. embargo 
and escalation of war on Nicaragua, their 
trade with the Soviet block was relatively 
low - about 20%, the same as U.S. trade 
with the Soviet block countries. What is 
really shameful is that you accuse 
Nicaragua of taking Soviet aid, and claim 
that it is a reason for concern on our part. 
This communist lingo is merely a way to 
justify our attack against them for entirely 
different reasons. Namely, because 
Nicaragua is a threat of a good example. 
Your article noted a concern about the 
alleged Nicaraguan disinformation cam­
paign. Ironically enough I found the piece 
full of nothing but disinformation. It said 
military build up in Nicaragua was not 
justified since it began during "congenial 
relations with Carter." Relations with 
Carter were at the very least tumultuous. 
Contrary to many lies, the Carter ad­
ministration supported Somozas' massacre 
to the very end. Speaking about military 
build up, your own statistics bring an in­
teresting light on Nicaraguan reality. The 
article said, "The popular armv consists of 
70,000 men and is complemented by a 
militia of the approximate size." This is 
correct, there is an enormous civilian 
militia, which shows the governments' 
confidence in arming its population. A 
government would never arm its people if 
it feared retaliation. This refutes the idea 
that Nicaraguans are dissatisfied with 
their government. 
Your misinformation did not stop there. 
The 1984 Nicaraguan elections, which were 
hailed as most likely the "fairest elections 
in Latin America," by your standards 
were less than commendable. Some 
discredit the election by saying that one 
entire quarter of the population did not 
vote. That makes one quarter more than 
the turn out in the last American elec­
tions! Out of the 75% who voted, 67% 
voted for FSLN candidate Daniel Ortega. 
By your own standards that does not say 
much for Reagans' "landslide victory" 
where only 51% turned out. In addition, it 
is completely false to assert that the op­
position did not have access to the 
Nicaraguan people because of Sandinista 
control of the media. Sandinista critics 
received generous coverage on broadcast 
media. Each party was allotted thirty 
minutes per week on state-run television 
and campaign ads aired regularly on radio. 
Even in remote areas the population was 
exposed to campaigns from all seven 
political parties. Few people could have re­
mained unaware of the message that each 
party offered. Furthermore, many interna­
tional observers were there, including the 
Latin American Studies Association 
(LASA), to confirm the fact that the elec­
tions were truly free and fair. 
Your facts with regard to the Miskito In­
dians are also false. The reason the San­
dinistas evacuated them from their home 
land was to protect them from further 
Contra attacks. Although the Sandinistas 
admit that they conducted the evacuation 
poorly they did it in direct response to the 
Contra launched attack known as "Red 
Christmas" — a plan designed to create 
secessionist movement among the 
Miskitos. And as for your criticism of the 
literacy campaign, it was launched in 
Nicaragua as a means of fostering educa­
tion and critical thinking. Contrary to 
what many say the campaign is conducted 
not only in Spanish, but in the various 
dialects spoken in Nicaragua, including 
Miskito. 
Now let me point out a few more 
mistakes in the article. First you took a 
famous quote by Nicaraguan Thomas 
Borge totally out of context. The first part 
of his quote which says, "Ours is a revolu­
tion without borders," was evidence 
enough to prove that the Sandinistas are 
hoping to expand their domain. You so' 
conveniently however, forgot to quote the 
rest of Borges' sentence, "...but we do not 
need to export revolution because we pose 
a threat of a good example!" The Article 
quoted a right wing hawk, Michael Radu, 
' who has no credibility among intellectual 
conservatives. Worse yet it quoted from 
the State Department White Paper. In 
February of 1981 the State Department 
"documented" a flow of weapons through 
Nicaragua to the "Marxist dominated 
guerillas attempting to over throw the 
democractic government in El Salvador." 
Firstly to claim that El Salvador is a 
democracy is a complete farce. 
Secondly, the White House Paper was 
widely discredited and ridiculed months 
later for their inability to substantiate 
their claims. Ex CIA agent David 
McMichael attests to the fact that "not a 
single bullet could be found" to prove that 
Nicaragua was exporting revolution. 
Ironically enough, this comes from U.S. 
intelligence which claims, "We can hear a 
toilet flush in Managua." For this reason 
you will find few if any conservatives 
quoting from the White Paper. I suppose 
you assumed USD students were too ig­
norant to see through your guise. 
In sum your article blatantly misinform­
ed, quoted out of context, and used 
discredited sources. Hopefully you will not 
convince anyone into backing contra aid 
and furthering that bloody war. 
Maria Elena Murphy 
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USD Globalizes Courses 
by Thomas Edelblute 
The University of San Diego ad­
ministration is supporting efforts to 
internationalize the curriculum at this 
school. Professors Patrick Drinan 
(Political Science) and Greg Gazda 
(Business-Marketing) believe that 
such a program will give the students 
the ability to deal with a global com­
munity. 
In a proposal narrative, prepared by 
Drinan, President Author E. Hughes 
is quoted, "There is ... a recognition 
that the people of this country are 
necessarily interrelating with those of 
other countries: that interdependency 
politically, economically, and socially 
are current facts of life, and we the 
Americans, who have been highly 
provincial in our view of world affairs, 
are going to have to change." With 
Gazda as chairman of the Interna­
tionalization of Curriculum Commit­
tee, USD will change in this direction. 
Gazda told the Vista, that ideally all 
courses would be internationalized in 
some manner. However he realizes 
this will be harder to do for a math 
class than a business or. political 
science class. 19 faculty members are 
acting as liaison workers to gather in­
terests and announce activities and 
coming speakers. 
Drinan said that the university has 
been given a two year grant to help 
the faculty begin the internationaliza­
tion process. The process will take 
place in two phases; the first is an 
outlook on Mexico and Latin 
America, the second phase is an 
outlook on Japan. 
Drinan sees great consequences in 
the efforts of internationalizing. It will 
develop closer relations amongst the 
faculty from various schools and 
departments. He sees a greater sen­
sitivity to the growth of other na­
tionalities in the region and at USD. 
He hopes it will "stimulate not only 
innovation in language offerings, but 
also dialogue about the challenges of 
general eduction for the 21st 
century." Also he sees the program 
prompting new looks at the program 
in international affairs. 
Both Brinan and Gazda believe that 
we have to deal on the international 
level, because we are coming into 
closer contact with communities 
around the globe. The curriculum 
hopefully will bring about a greater 
tolerance with these communities, as 
well as' an understanding as to how to 
deal with them. 
) AMERICAN RED CROSS 6 II H-
CAN 1 GET AIDS FROM 
BEING AROUND 
SOMEONE WITH AIDS? 
JLhe American Red Cross addresses the most 
often asked questions about AIDS: 
HOW SAFE IS TODAY'S 
BLOOD SUPPLY? 
Today, the blood supply is well protected from 
the AIDS virus The Red Cross recruits and screens 
its volunteer blood donors carefully to help ensure 
that only healthy people donate The spread of 
AIDS through blood transfusion is very uncom 
mon Beginning in 1985, all blood has been 
screened for the antibodies to the AIDS virus 
Blood that tests positive for evidence of the virus is 
discarded 
Please remember you cannot get the AIDS virus 
by donating blood 
There are no known cases of AIDS being spread 
by shaking hands, hugging, casual social kissing, 
or sitting next to a person with AIDS. 
There are no known cases of AIDS being 
transmitted by casual contact—such as sneezing, 
coughing, using the same telephones, toilets, 
bathtubs, swimming pools, or water fountains. 
The AIDS virus is spread mainly by the exchange 
of body fluids during sexual activity or the 
exchange of blood through sharing contaminated 
IV drug needles. Less commonly, the virus 
also can be spread through transfused blood or 
blood products and to infants born from infected 
mothers. 
AM I PLACING MYSELF 
AT RISK FOR AIDS IF 
I HAVE A SEXUAL 
RELATIONSHIP WITH 
SOMEONE I DON'T 
KNOW WELL? 
Yes. AIDS is primarily transmitted through 
sexual activity, so it is safer to limit your sexual 
activity to one faithful, uninfected partner and to 
avoid partners who have had multiple contacts. The 
more sexual partners you have, the greater the risk 
of contact with a carrier of the AIDS virus 
DO CARRIERS OF 
THE AIDS VIRUS HAVE 
SYMPTOMS? 
A carrier of the AIDS virus may have no signs or 
symptoms of the AIDS disease and may not 
develop the disease Carriers can infect someone 
else through sexual contact, or sharing needles or 
syringes for intravenous drug use,but not through 
everyday, casual contact 
If you are sexually active with a person who has 
AIDS or who is at risk for AIDS, or share needles for 
injecting drugs, you are increasing your risk of 
infection with the AIDS virus 
AIDS IS HARD TO CATCH. 
This information is based upon data from the 
U.S. Public Health Service For more information, 
call your local health department, the National AIDS 
Hotline (1-800-3*2 AIDS) or your local Red Cross 
chapter 
WE WANTYOU TO 
KNOW AS MUCH ABOUT 
AIDS AS WE DO. 
American Red Cross 
San Diego Imperial Counties Chapter 
5650 Fifth Avenue 
San Diego, CA 92105 
(619) 291-2620 
MFA Programs 
Continued from page 1 
Master's program, which is now a reality, 
has long been a cherished dream of mine." 
MFA faculty for the program include 
Mary Corrigan, Michael Edwards, 
Michael Frederick, Denise Gabriel, Dr. 
David Hay, Bonnie Johnston, Diana Mad-
dox, David McClendon, Randi McKenzie, 
Craig Noel, Jack O'Brien, Conrad Susa, 
Dr. Barton Thurber, Dr. Dennis G. 
Turner, Norman Walsh and James R. 
Winker. 
Dr. David Hay asserted, "It's one of the 
most exciting programs in the country and 
it will have a profound effect on the 
cultural life of USD and hopefully on the 




Professional opportunities are currently available in 
the areas of Engineering, Medicine, Business and 
Aviation. A Naval Officer will be on campus Monday, 
October 5, 1987 at the Career Placement Center, from 
10 a.m—2 p.m. to conduct interviews. There is no 
obligation in exploring these options. Call 
1-800-222-6289 for an appointment, or stop by between 




GOLD RING SALE 
IS COMING! 
«60 OFF 18K 
$40 OFF 14K 
*20OFF10K 
—  ̂ .£» 
Don't order your ring until you see Jostens selection of ring designs. 
See your Jostens representative for more details. 
JOSTENS 
A M E R I C A  S  C O L L E G E  R I N G ™  
Date: Oct. 12,13,14 Time: io:ooa.m..2:oop.ni. Deposit Required: $20.00 
Place: UNIVERSITY CENTER FORUM 
Payment Plans Available 
TBF" • ~ 
Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore 
8' 412 (CP 128 8* 
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Security Is Here For You 
by Tom Edelblute 
The main function of the USD Safety 
and Security department is to protect life 
and property. They answer all fire and 
burglary alarms from any part of campus. 
If there are disturbances on campus that 
Resident Assistants or Residence Direc­
tors are unable to control, the Security 
department responds to the call. 
Don Johnson, Chief of Security, makes 
it clear that "we are not a police force, nor 
are we substitute parents. We are profes­
sional men and women whose objectives 
are to make your time at USD a safe and 
rewarding experience, to fairly enforce 
their rules and regulations of the universi­
ty, and to treat each student as an adult." 
Security also investigates reports of 
theft. According to Johnson most of last 
year's thefts occurred because dorm 
residents did not lock the door to their 
rooms. He stresses that a theft must be 
reported for his department to help you, 
or prevent the same thing from happening 
to someone else. 
To help recover lost valuables, Security 
is actively engaged in Operation I.D., 
marking valuable items with the owner's 
drivers license number. 
Other functions performed by the office 
include replacing lost I.D. cards, staffing 
the lost and found department (located in 
DeSales 106), and dealing with the occa­
sional rattlesnake. 
Additionally they also assist staff and 
students with car problems such as dead 
batteries and keys locked in the car. 
Should any emergency arise, Johnson 
urges you to call his department first, as 
they are close by to respond, whereas city 
' emergency units are not. The number is 
(260)-4517- There are also emergency 
phones, recognizable by their red case and 
emergency light, which are spread 
throughout campus. 
Johnson encourages students to report 
problems relating to life and property, say­
ing, "We would rather answer a dozen 
false alarms than not be considered in a 
real emergency." 
1987 Yearbooks Are Here 
By Kendra Peters 
The Alcala, the University of San 
Diego yearbook—not many freshmen 
know they exist, but come on 
sophs...juniors...and seniors! Please 
pick up your free yearbooks. The only 
cost to you (now) is to take a few 
moments to find the yearbook office 
in the UC, show your infamous USD 
ID, and you, yes you, can walk away 
with a brand new yearbook to 
treasure the rest of your lives! Sound 
exciting? Try it, you might like it. If all 
else fails, there will be a table set up in 
front of the UC distributing the left­
overs next week. 
USD News Briefs 
Growth Control Seminar 
To Be Held Oct. 2 
"Growth Control: Consequences for San Diego," is the title of a 9 
a.m. Friday, Oct. 2, seminar at USD's Manchester Conference Center. 
Dr. Dirk Yandell, USD associate professor of economics, will conduct an 
hour long session examining the effects of the- most recent plans to restrict 
development in San Diego. 
Navarro Given Grant 
Dr. Peter Navarro has been awarded a $24,000 grant by Resources for the 
Future, Inc. His project is entitled "Creating (and Destroying) Comparative 
Trade Advantage: The Role of Public Policies Towards Electric Utilities in Japan 
and the United States." 
Janet Rodgers Named New Dean 
At School Of Nursing 
Dr. Janet Rodgers is the new dean for USD's Philp Y. Hahn School of 
Nursing. 
After a nationwide year-long search Dr. Rodgers was selected from some 50 
candidates to become the second dean of the 13-year-old nursing school. 
Dr. Rodgers will administer baccalaureate, master's and doctoral nursing pro­
grams. Current enrollment is estimated at 235. 
Rodgers came here from Lycoming College in Williamsport, Pa., where she 
was professor and founding chair of the Department of Nursing. 
Dr. Rodgers is currently a Fellow and a board member of the American 
Academy of Nursing. She received her B.S. from Wagner College in Staten 
Island N.Y., her M.A. in psychiatric-mental health and her Ph.D in nursing 
research from NYU. She has completed postgraduate work in marital and fami­
ly therapy at New York Medical College. 
She is replacing Dr. Irene Palmer, founding dean of the nursing school. Dr. 
Palmer returned to a full-time faculty position here this fall. 
JOSE CUERVO 4/V 
TEQUILA /  > m Welcomes the ^ M 
ClfiMHI'®" 
Sal./Sun. free Admission 0(11./QUI I. utunumooMill Sponsored by 
October 10 & 11 
Mariner's Point II Ut IU U 
on West Mission Ben Orive Eaiimk 
MH 
yourdrink L»  
Mix with  Cuervo tequi la .  
Miss Nissan Hardbody Contest 1 00 PM Saturday 
Co Sponsored by A 
telle Goppertone 
r r lecoqsportif 
SANCTIONED BY J o Se Cuer.o Tequ.la, 80 proof. 
GROUP DYNAMICS, INC., THE ASSOCIATION OF 
Santa Monica, CA VOLLEYBALL PROFESSIONALS 1987, Heublein, Inc.,  Hartford, Conn. 
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Exams for Competency 
The new Foundations Curriculum 
General Education Requirements allow 
students to demonstrate competency by 
examination in the following areas 






(3rd semester competency) 
Student must pay examination fee to 
Student Accounts and pre-register in 
Founders 114 by Monday, October 12. 
For languages not taught on campus see 
Chair, Foreign Language Dept. The ex­
amination dates are: 
October 31: Foreign Language — 10 
a.m.-12 noon and Mathematics 2 p.m.-4 
p.m., in Camino 151. 
November 7: Philosophy 10 a.m.-12 
noon and English 2 p.m.-4 p.m., in 
Camino 151, 
Students wishing more information 
should see their academic advisor. 
YEARBOOKS • YEARBOOKS 
1987 Yearbooks are Here! 
Free to full-time 1986-7 students. 
Pick them up in Yearbook office 
downstairs in UC. 
Highlights on the Hill 
Thursday, October 1 
Lunch: Fajita pitas, 
vegetarian pita sandwiches. 
Dinner; Burgers, 
seafood crepes. 
Friday, October 2 




macaroni and cheese. 
Dinner: London broil, 
pasta and chicken. 
Saturday, October 3 
Dinner: Roast turkey, 
vegetable lasagne, 
bratwurst. 
Sunday, October 4 
Mission Club Meeting, 
8 p.m., 
Founders 128. 
Film Forum: Predator, 
8 p.m., 
UC Forum. 
Dinner: Beef burgandy, 
quiche, 
cornish hens. 






Tuesday, October 6 
Spanish Club meetings, 
11:15 a.m., 
Camino 120. 






Dinner: BBQ ribs, 
shrimp, 
tostada salad. 
Wednesday, October 7 





Dinner: Roast beef, 
fish rollups/pilaf. 
Thursday, October 8 
Job-search workshop, 
11:15 a.m. 









Dinner: Pasta primavera, 
chicken. 
A Chat With Our Secretary of Justice 
by Debbie Panattoni 
Tori McFarland, why did you 
want to become Sec. of Justice? 
I've always been very politically 
oriented and I would like to go to law 
school. Being the Secretary of Justice 
gives me an understanding of the 
basic concepts of the legislative 
system. The job is very challenging 
and lots of work, but it is a great 
learning experience. I have a deep af­
finity for AS and helping the student 
body also gives me a chance to im­
prove my leadership and communica­
tion skills. One of the reasons I love 
my job is because I can put as much 
time into it as I want and I always try 
to do "more." In my position as 
Secretary of Justice, I can visibly make 
a difference for students. 
What does your job entail? 
The most visible part of my job is 
the Student Court, which basically 
listens to traffic and parking appeals. I 
do not have the power to vote. I only 
oversee the Court to make sure that it 
runs smoothly. There is much more 
to my position than the student 
court. The most time-consuming part 
of my job is the behindrthe-scenes 
work. I have to make sure that the AS 
and all the clubs on campus are runn­
ing according to their indiviidual con­
stitutions. This means that I have to 
be aware of all the constitutions and 
any changes that are made in them. I 
do a great deal of research, especially 
of previous cases. What happens 
when a club is not running according 
to its constitution? If a club is not run­
ning according to its constitution, the 
club is brought up before the Senate. 
If it is found guilty, the club can be 
put on probation or fined. 
How is the Student Court 
selected1 
Anyone can apply to be on the Stu­
dent Court. After a person applies, I 
interview him/her and if Kevin ap­
proves, he/she is selected. There are 
eight students on the Court, two from 
each class. Some have background 
with the judicial system and others do 
not. A person does not necessarily 
have to have judicial background to 
be selected to the Court. 
What are your goals for the up­
coming school year? 
My main goal is to educate students 
about parking. This includes where 
students are allowed to park and the 
process of appealing a ticket. A stu­
dent has 10 days to appeal a ticket or 
the fine doubles. All you have to do is 
get an appeal from security, fill it out, 
attach it to the ticket, and get a court 
date. The Court meets every Tuesday 
from 11:30-12:30 in room 220 of the 
University Center. My office hours 
are MWF 10:00-11:00 and TTH 
1:00-3:00. Student are welcome to call 
(X87730) or stop by if they have any 
problems or suggestions about park­
ing. 
PROPEL YOUR CAREER TO THE TOP 
IN NUCLEAR PROPULSION. 
NROTC — It's not too late for acceptance to Scholarship/Non-
Scholarship programs leading to a commission in the United States 
Navy or Marine Corps. Opportunities in Nuclear Power, Aviation, 
Surface and General Line Officers appointments. Call Lieutenant 
Burgunder at 260-4811, Sacred Heart Hall Room 112 at USD. 
NAVY-̂  OFFICER 
-CM'. 
LEAD THE ADVENTURE. 
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SAA — Bringing Students and Alumni Together 
by Patricia Rock 
What is SAA? Why are they here? 
Where... when...how??! 
The Student Alumni Association is ex­
actly that: the Student Alumni Associa­
tion. The purpose of SAA is to bring the 
students and alumni together. 
SAA exists to increase pride in our 
university, to improve awareness of USD, 
to sustain enthusiasm throughout our four 
years and after we graduate. SAA func­
tions to enhance the USD image, to utilize 
the alumni as resources for present 
students, to meet new people and have 
fun! fun! fun! 
President of SAA, Cherrie Lamb sums it 
up quite neatly, "We're here to foster a 
sense of tradition and ownership among 
the community of students, who are, after 
all, our future alumni." 
Events 
The following is a special preview of 
student/alumni events. The purpose is to 
inform the students what is in store for 
them during the 1987-88 school year. 
Homecoming 
Did you know that homecoming is co-
hosted by SAA and AS? Commonly, AS 
hosts the infamous students events, while 
SAA offers a great vareity of traditional 
alumni events. 
The activities like a scramble golf tour­
nament and pre-game huddle luncheon 
are geared towards renewing of alumni 
friendships. 
Highlighting the weekend's festivities 
will be an "Evening of Elegance," the first 
alumni/student dinner/dance. This way 
alums not only relive college memories 
with their classmates, they also have an 
opportunity to swap stories with you, 
Acala Park's current scholars. 
Photo by Megan Delane 
Some SAA members on their retreat in September 1987. 
U S D  S t u d e n t s  
LOOK WHAT'S NEW 
with your expanded 
HEALTH SE... 
— Free on-campus medical services 
Monday-Friday 
— 24-hour confidential Health Information 
Line 696-8100 
— Bi-weekly Dermatology clinics 
— Free transportation to AMI health 
services 
— 20# discount on health services at AMI 
Clairemont Hospital Community 
— New expanded health center 
— Free physical exams through October 
20, 1987 
For information on any of these services contact 
USD Health Center 
(Room 198 Camino Hall) 
or your residence counselors 
Alumni Mass 
The traditional Christmas mass especial­
ly welcomes alums for a warm-spirited 
event, though students are also encourag­
ed to come. Both students and alums coor­
dinate the traditional Christmas activities, 
like lighting luminaries along Marian 
Way. After mass, there will be a proces­
sion to a favored tree on campus for its 
traditional lgihting. 
Alumni Speakers Forum 
SAA co-hosts this brand new project 
with AS Secretary of Academics. In a 
casual setting on campus, alums will give a 
few minute speech followed by open 
discussion. It's an opportunity to ask ques­
tions and interact with alums. 
Career Day 
Career Day is sponsored by SAA and 
the Career Counseling and Placement Of­
fice. Presented in the spring, Career Day 
gives the student a chance to ask those 
from the "real" world, detailed questions 
about the work force, their trade, a job of­
fer, or whatever the students fathom. At­
tending the event, alumni present to the 
students a chance to forsee their future. 
Crew Classic 
Crew Classic is sponsored by SAA, 
Alumni Rowing Association and AS. 
Alums attend the event as spectators, sup­
porting Acala Park's present community. 
This is a popular event for both past and 
present students. 
Senior Banquet 
Solely organized by SAA, the tradi­
tional Senior Banquet is top priotity this 
year. This is a major social function for 
seniors at USD. It includes presentation of 
Faculty and Staff awards. 
Services 
Like Campus Voice, SAA serves the 
USD community by giving gifts, time and 
opportunities. 
Most USD students recall SAA from 
last semester. Everyone lined up to receive 
their free "Finals Survival Snack Kit," 
distributed by the alums themselves. 
A very special opportunity is now 
available to all students — the ACN. The 
Alumni Career Network (ACN) is a 
listing of alumni, local and out of state, 
willing to help students and other alumni 
getting started, or in choosing a career. 
For access to the ACN, contact Joan 
Murry, Director of Alumni Relations at 
260-4813. 
Of course, the service that make the 
wheels turn is the time and effort students, 
alums, committees and headpersons put 
into the USD community. 
Career Corner 
SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS: There is still time to par­
ticipate in Fall on-campus interviewing at the Career counseling and placement 
Office. Open sign-ups begin Friday, October 2. Stop by Serra 300, now for 
more detailed information on eligibility and workshop requirements. Inter­
views start in early October and continue through November, so don't delay in 
taking advantage of some great career opportunities! 
THE IDEAL JOB CANDIDATE OF THE FUTURE: New research 
predicting employment trends for the 21st century is vast and, at times, con­
tradictory. Despite such varying projections, however certain generalities recur 
describing the ideal job candidate of the future. As reported in the Summer 
1987 CPC Journal, employers will be seeking individuals who possess the 
following traits and talents: 
• Computer Literacy: Ability to use computers to perform daily work 
tasks. By 1995, 95 percent of what we want know will be stored in computers. 
• Generalist: Broad, multi-disciplined education rather than narrow 
specialization to analyze, integrate, and draw inferences from data 
• Flexibility: Ability to learn, explore options, and to regard change as an 
opportunity rather than a threat. 
• Communication and People Skills: Interpersonal, speaking, and 
writing abilities. 
• Creativity: A need for intuition, vision, and strategic thinking. 
• Job-Search Skills: As graduates continue to change jobs and careers, 
they must have the ability to search out employment opportunities, match 
their skills to specific positions, and possess strong resume writing and inter­
viewing skills. A college degree will not guarantee a good job in the future! 
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San Diego Builds A Shelter For Its Homeless 
by Paula Marcheschi 
An elderly, soiled woman searches the 
neighborhood garbage and carries all her 
possessions in a paper bag. A 23 year old 
male with torn garments, walks wearily 
down the alley, and a young child cries 
with a desire only for some scraps of food. 
In San Diego, the homeless do exist. 
Not only do they exist, the problem is an 
ever growing and dismal, depressing one. 
These street people were not all born 
desolate. Through misfortune and 
possibly just some hard luck, these 
"vagrants ' could be people similar to us, 
the students at USD. 
A solution to the problem is necessary, 
and some very dedicated workers in 
downtown San Diego are currently 
developing the answer. On September 1, 
the St. Vincent de Paul Joan Croc Center 
Shelter for the Homeless opened and in­
itiated a variety of programs to assist in 
clearing the streets. 
The brand new 11.5 million dollar 
establishment is designed to accommodate 
350 residents. To become a resident at the 
Center, a homeless person must receive 
referral from the Social Welfare Depart­
ment, the Social Security Department, the 
Parole Board, or another institution 
believing that shelter is in need. The peti­
tioning person must then be interviewed 
by a Shelter representative and recom­
mended for one of the four programs 
available. 
When accepted, the new residents — 
families or single individuals — are accom­
modated with private rooms containing 
beds, tables, chairs, in facility telephones, 
and a desk. Residents can be accepted 
from 1 to 3 days, usually due to emergen­
cy, 3 weeks to a month, or 4 weeks to 6 
months to provide shelter between jobs, 
apartments, schooling or future accom­
modations, and long term residency up to 
one year for more extensive problems or 
rehabilitation. 
The Joan Croc Center, dedicated for the 
Padre owner's 3 million dollar contribu­
tion, is definitely not just a place to eat 
and sleep. "We want the residents to be 
totally on their own — that is what we are 
trying to teach," explains Judy Moore, a 
Ladies of Charities volunteer. 
Residents have responsibilities and 
criteria that must be met. If these goals are 
not met, they are dismissed from the pro­
gram. 40% of the residents are children 
and these children must be in class every 
day. Originally, a school site was planned 
on the facility grounds, but much opposi­
tion arose. The American Civil Liberties 
Union (ACLU) argued that the shelter 
school would mix church and state, so 
San Diego County is now running the 
school out of a warehouse located across 
the street. A terrific room is also available 
as a children's library and crafts center. A 
public day care center is currently being 
considered. 
Residents must volunteer their services 
to the Shelter; many work in the kitchen 
and laundry rooms. The residents may 
come and go as they wish, but a curfew is 
enforced. No alcohol or drugs are allowed. 
If a violation is committed against any 
rules, there are no second chances. 
Shelter residents must finish courses in 
self-dependency and learn to use the 
Resource Center — a facility enabling the 
people to research job fields, fill out ap­
plications, and learn practical skills 
through "hands on" experience. This 
Resource Center is another encourage­
ment to the residents to become indepen­
dent, successful, happy individuals. 
Moore remarked, "We want the 
residents to feel good. They (the residents) 
are counseled to think better of 
themselves, and we want this to be done 
in a nice environment (the shelter)!" This 
"nice environment" includes T.V. rooms, 
balconies designed for smoking, a non-
denominational«chapel, and an extensive 
T.V. camera security system for their pro­
tection, a large courtyard, skylights, and 
specially designed carpets. 
Thanks to dedicated volunteer physi­
cians and nurses from Kaiser Hospital, 
Scripps Clinic, and private practices, a 
medical clinic at the shelter will be open­
ing soon. In a recent survey of the San 
Diego homeless, 60% reported health pro­
blems, and only 5% currently are receiving 
treatment for them. This lack of care, 
especially pre-natal care, cripples future 
generations, and the concern of these doc­
tors will help amend the problem. The 
clinic will include three exam rooms, a 
small lab, and a dispensary. Staff will in­
clude a medical director, nurse, clinical 
manager, a medical social worker, and a 
Photo by Nancy Pikula 
medical receptionist. 
Stewart H. Shaw, Health Services Direc­
tor expresses, "Our goal is to promote the 
health of downtown homeless people by 
providing primary health care services and 
supporting continuity of health care for 
the homeless in the community." The 
clinic is not only open to residents, but 
homeless off the street (known as street or 
day peopte) as well. 
The Shelter provides other ar­
rangements for day people, too. Catholic 
Workers rents the Shelter kitchen Mon­
day to Saturday during the lunch hour. 
Any person off the street can enter the 
cafeteria and receive a free meal. On Sun­
days, a downtown synagogue provides 
brunch in the shelter. 
Additionally, the day people can come 
into the Shelter to take a shower, use the 
restroom, receive a fresh change of 
clothes, have a free haircut from an on du­
ty volunteer barber, and pick up mail. The 
Shelter is offering everything possible. 
We, the San Diego community may also 
some day benefit from the Shelter. The 
military has donated 400 cots, and the 
facility is equipped to serve as an emergen­
cy shelter if a city, county or state disaster 
were to occur. 
This Shelter, which probably was just a 
dream not too long ago, is being made 
possible through the commitment of peo­
ple like Reverend Jospeh Carroll, Presi­
dent; Mary Case, MSW, Director of 
Social Programs; and Sr. Christine Gior­
dano, CSJ, Program Coordinator. These 
individuals and every worker and 
Continued on page 9 
ITALIAN FASHIONS FOR HOT SUMMER DAYS 
SPRING/SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE 
/ 50% Off Wholesale Prices On All 
^ Italian Designed Fashions 
COME 
PREVIEW at the ••••I Tues-Fri 77-6; Sat. 9-7 
THE FALL 581-0808 
COLLECTION! MM 
Warehouse Outlet 
Sale limited to 
stock on hand 
2645 Financial Court. Suite D 
I-5 to Balboa exit; Morena Blvd. North; 2 blocks, North of Price Club 
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Dining Out In San Diego 
by Nancy Pikula 
At the Old Spaghetti Factory, one gets 
much more than cheap Italian Food. This 
restaurant combines great food, 
reasonable prices, a cozy atmosphere, and 
even a touch of San Diego history and 
charm to make for a very enjoyable dining 
experience. 
All of the antiques and memorabilia 
contained in and around the building, in­
cluding the building itself are authentic 
and genuine. 
The Old Spaghetti Factory restaurant is 
located in what used to be a printing com­
pany. The parking lot was once one of 
San Diego's finer smaller hotels. 
The elegant 24 foot mahogany bar sup­
ported many a prospectors elbow in the 
high mining country of central California. 
For all you wine experts, the Old 
Spaghetti Factory also contains an ornate 
Del 
Taco 




7:00 A.M. to 10:30 A.M. 
Del Taco Open 
7 A.M. — 11 P.M. 
Our delicious Egg-O-Rito is make from 2 fresh 
scrambed eggs <Sc cheddar cheese, wrapped in a warm 
flour torilla with your choice of red or green sauce— 
Only $1.15 
COUPON 
Buy our famous Double Del 
Hamburger at regular price 
and receive FREE a small 
fry and a Medium Coke for 10 cents 
limit 2 per coupon 
COUPON 
FREE ORDER of Diced 
Potatoes and Coffee 
for 10 cents with purchase 
of Egg-O-Rito 
limit 2 per coupon 
2399 Ulric Rd. Corner of Linda Vista & Ulric 
wine center canopy which consists of a 
Potpourri of bedposts, bedframes, and 
spinders, collected by one of the West's 
top antique aficianados. 
The beautiful stained glass windows are 
turn of the century gems from America's 
midwest, not to mention the delightful old 
parlour stove which once heated the sit­
ting room of a Sumptuous Spokane man­
sion. 
As for the food, The Old Spaghetti Fac­
tory is famous across the states for its' 
delectable pasta entres. 
The menu offers 10 different varieties of 
Spaghetti sauce, some of which include 
clam, mushroom miathra and zesty 
sausage, just to name a few. 
The selections are not just limited to 
spaghetti though, the menu also includes 
other Italian dishes such as fettuccini 
alfredo, lasagna, and slices of tenderloin. 
The Old Spaghetti Factory is located at 
the intersection of K and 5th street in 
downtown San Diego. The hours are 
M-Th 5:00-10:00, F-Sat. 5:00-11:00, and 
Sun. 4:00-10:00. 
If you decide to dine at the Old Spaghet­
ti Factory, you'd better leave early because 
there is almost always an hour wait. Reser­
vations as well as credit cards are not ac­
cepted. 
Fourth Annual 
'Rosaries For Peace' 
Event Set For Oct. 4 
The Fourth annual rosaries for 
peace crusade will take place next 
Sunday, October 4, at 7:30 p.m., in 
Balboa Stadium, downtown San 
Diego, on the San Diego High School 
campus. The event will feature a 
candlelight rosary procession, similar 
to those held at Fatima and Lourdes. 
Also taking part in the program will 
be the combined choirs of the San 
Diego Mission Basilica and St. 
Michael church, of Poway. 
Last year's gathering at the Univer­
sity of San Diego Stadium drew over 
5000 participants. Sponsors hope the 
Marian year event will bring twice 
that number. "Every parish in our 
diocese has been invited to participate 
said Mary Steiger, one of the 
organizers of the event. "Everyone 
longs for peace, but they are depen­
ding on man, instead of God, who is 
the absolute ruler of the universe. We 
believe that his peace must first come 
into the hearts of men, before it can 
take place in our world." 
Similar events have been taking 
place across the United States for the 
past four years, at the request of Pope 
John Paul II, who asked for more 
prayers for peace. A National rosary 
rally will take place later in October, 
in Washington D.C. 
Buses have been reserved to bring 
participants from all parts of San 
Diego County, and all interested per­
sons of all faiths are invited to join in 
this special evening of prayer for peace 
in our families, our country, and our 
world. 
For more information, call Mary 
Steiger at 466-9522. 
Homeless Shelter 
Continued from page 8 
volunteer are invaluable not only to the 
Shelter, but to society. 
The facility is run on a partly paid and 
partly volunteer staff. Apprximately 500 
volunteers are needed to keep the 
establishment running smoothly. The 
Shelter is always searching for volunteers. 
The contribution of your time may be so 
important, it could some day make the dif­
ference of the problem being solved or 
continuing. 
Brian Costlow, USD student and 
Catholic Workers volunteer says, "It (serv­
ing lunch) is a great reality break. Watch­
ing the people come down the (food) line 
puts you back into perspective. You have 
that natural good feeling you get when . 
you help someone . . . you realize how 
good we have it here." 
It is our time now. There is a respon­
sibility to fulfill, and we need to attempt to 
abolish the problem or at least lessen it. 
To volunteer, please call the Shelter at 
233-8500 ext. 1201 or contact the Campus 
Ministry Office on campus! 
World Food Day 
Teleconference To Be 
Held At SDSU 
County Supervisor Susan Golding will 
chair the San Diego satellite downlink of 
the Fourth Annual World Food Day 
Teleconference on October 16 at San 
Diego State University. The program in­
cludes an international panel of experts, 
call-in capability to that panel, and a local 
line-up of hunger experts. 
The event will link colleges, hospitals 
and community groups in all 50 states and 
Canada. Over 300 sites joined in via 
satellite in 1986, and more are expected 
this year. Locally, a coalition of groups 
working on the hunger issue from local 
and international perspectives have joined 
forces to make a San Diego presentation 
possible. The event runs from 9 am until 
12 noon, divided into one hour segments 
of national panel discussion, question call-
ins, and local discussion, in that order. 
For more information call 691-8075. 
An Introduction To 
Business Etiquette 
A survey shows 80% of presidents, vice-
presidents and chairpersons of corporate 
boards have impeccable manners; this ap­
plies to only 40% of middle management 
and 12% of new graduates. Today, 
business people can lose because they are 
insenitive to the new emphasis on 
business etiquette. Come learn about good 
manners in business. Gain confidence in 
knowing you are doing the right thing. 
In San Diego^ especially business, eti­
quette is important. With the growing 
number of business majors attending 
school in Southern California the student 
needs as much of an edge as possible. This 
class in business etiquette will give you an 
overview of what you need to know before 
you enter the business world. 
This class is being offered by Frances 
Schlosser, Ph.D., a licensed Speech 
Pathologist, and consultant to manage­
ment personnel. This is a one evening 
class on Monday, October 5, from 7:00 to 
8:30 p.m, for only $5 per person. This is 
the only time it will be held so call Human 
Potential at 296-7282 for a reservation. 
Start your career with every advantage 
vou can. 
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Pet Shop Boys 
Need Some Work 
by Suzie Fitzpatrick 
"It's a Sin." How many more times do 
we have to listen to that song before radio 
stations start playing other songs from the 
Pet Shop Boys' new album, Actually? Yes, 
the Boys are back, and they sound the 
same as before, a lot of computerized ef­
fects. 
The Pet Shop Boys seem to be trying too 
hard in their ballad "It Couldn't Happen 
here." I think maybe the song should have 
been named "It's Not Happening Here." 
The song just doesn't have what it takes to 
be a number one hit. It is too slow and you 
can't dance to it. 
Another song that isn't going to top the 
charts is "I Want To Wake Up." The song 
really puts you to sleep. 
Don't get me wrong, the whole album is 
not bad. After listening to it a couple of 
times, the album grows on you. Actually, 
there are some really good songs on it. 
One of my favorites is "What Have I Done 
To Deserve This?" It has a rad dance beat 
and while listening to it, you can feel the 
electricity being sent out. I am sure it will 
soon be climbing the charts here, as it has 
been doing on the British charts. 
One other song that will soon be mak­
ing it big is "Shopping." Although it has a 
lot of computerized sound effects, it is jam 
ming. 
If you liked the Pet Shop Boys' last 
album, Please, then you should definitely 
go out and buy this one. There are some 
good songs and some bad ones, but it is 
worth a listen. 
Pogues Avoid Sophomore Slump 
by Tony Campaglia 
Red Roses For Me, the second album by 
Ireland's the Pouges, lives up to their first 
effort, Rum, Sodomy and the Lash, with 
even better lyrics and muscianship than 
before. Make no mistake, however, the 
Pouges (whose name in Gaelic translates 
"kiss my ass") are not some U2 wanna 
be's. What the Pouges play is traditional 
Irish folk music at a fast and furious pace. 
It is this tempo, along with witty, sarcastic 
lyrics, that has led the Pouges to be dubb­
ed "the Sex Pistols of folk music." 
"The Transpolitan" starts off the album 
with a bang. Shane MacGowan snarls the 
lyrics with his thick accent, while describ­
ing a poverty stricken life interwined in 
crime and violence. The music is bouncy, 
quick, and tuneful. Clearly the listener 
can tell where American hillbilly/blue-
grass music roots lay. Beware, though, this 
is not something you might want to play 
for your Irish grandparents. MacGowen 
spits every Anglo-Irish curse imaginable 
ala punk 1977. 
Following a thrashy instrumental, "The 
Auld Triangle" is a sombre song that plays 
upon one of the Pogues favorite subjects — 
prison life. The next standout, the fifth 
song, is "The Boys From County Hell." 
Here the narrator is a hard drinking, poor 
and hateful individual. MacGowan sings 
"Five bottles on the ground/I wish to 
Christ I has 50 more." The tune goes on to 
describe how the main character beats and 
robs his under-paying employer. The song 
finished with the words, "My daddy was a 
preacher, my mother a madame/my 
brother and his medals lie in Vietnam." 
"Greenland Whale Fisheries" and "Sea 
Shanty" are covered by the Pogues as were 
other traditional Irish jigs on their first 
album. The Pogues, however, put their 
own style into these timeless classics. 
Elivs Costello again lends a hand in the 
production of the record. More than that, 
he married the only female in the band, 
Cait O'Riordan. The cover of the album 
has a picture of the Pogues sitting in front 
of a portrait of J.F.K. It is uncertain 
whether they are proud of this 
American—Irishman or smirking at the 
promises that never materialized. The 
Pogues jeering smiles probably indicate the 
latter. Whatever the true meaning, Red 
Roses For Me is definitely worth a listen. 
Trips To Be Taken 
Tonight, Thursday Oct. 1: The Bears (featuring Adrian Belew), Belly Up, 
9:00 p.m. 
Friday, Oct. 2: Motley Crue & Whitesnake, Sports Arena, 8:00 p.m. 
Saturday Oct. 3: Mic.helob Street Scene '87, featuring the Fabulous 
Thunderbirds, Concrete Blonde, Omar <Sc the Howlers, O.J. Ekemode and 
the Nigerian All Stars, and John Lee Hooker and the Coast to Coast Blues 
Band, Gaslamp Quarter, 6:00 p.m. 
Saturday, Oct. 3: R.K.L., Flag of Democracy, Final Conflict, Love Canal 
and Blood Lake, Jackie Robinson YMCA, 7:00 p.m. 
Sunday Oct. 4: The Beach Boys, San Diego Stadium following Padres game. 
Monday Oct. 5: Kid Creole &. The Coconuts, Bacchanal, 8:00 p.m. 
Tuesday, Oct. 6: Yellowman: Belly Up, 9:00 p.m. DON'T MISS THIS!! 
THURSDAY . . . 
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M-T til 11 p.m. 
F-S til 12 a.m. 
Lime Spiders Crawl Up From 
Down Under...With A Thunder 
by Andy Bartlett 
Enter ta inment  Edi tor  
When people hear the word 
"Australia" associated with music 
they remember a bad taste in their 
mouths a few years back. Face it, the 
Men At Work gave the land down 
under a bad reputation for music. But 
here come the Lime Spiders to correct 
our misconstrued and misinformed 
image of rock 'n' roll from down 
under. 
Lime Spiders are not only 
Australian hangover cures, they are 
also perhaps one of the most energetic 
and innovative psychedelic garage 
bands ever. Although this may be the 
first anyone has heard of these guys, 
they have been around for quite some 
time. If one were to trace their roots 
from the new album The Cave Comes 
Alive the study would be overwhelm­
ingly fruitful. 
In 1983, the Spiders hooked up with 
Green Records, an independent label 
in Sydney, to record a 7-inch single. 
"25th Hour" was relased and im­
mediately people began noticing the 
Lime Spiders after three long years on 
constant touring and frequent line up 
shifts. Vocalist Mick Blood hung on 
to the reins and pulled together a 
quartet to churn out "Slave Girl" in 
1984. 
The export of "Slave Girl" to other 
music markets made the Lime Spiders 
nearly a household word. In 1986 the 
band recorded "Weirdo Libido" for a 
sci-fi film soundtrack, again the public 
was shocked by this obscure, raw 
sound from down under. 
Virgin Records knew a good thing 
when they heard it and soon signed 
the Lime Spiders for The Cave Comes 
Alive. The album showcases their 
wide variety of sounds and comman­
ding presence over today's rock 'n' 
roll. 
Their raw, driving guitar over­
dose/overdrive sound has undergone 
a facelift since "Slave Girl." The pro­
duction quality of The Cave is top of 
the line, and serves to highlight the 
rich sounds from down under. 
"My Favorite Room" leads off the 
new album and does so with a 
crunch. With a video to accompany 
it, this song entrances the listener 
with its' crawling, wild eyed sound. 
The tone of the entire album is rid­
dled with Gerard Corben's guitar 
madness and Mick Blood's curdling 
vocals. 
The album contains love songs of a 
characteristically new type ("Are You 
Loving Me More," "Ignormy"), bla­
tant jabs at the idiocv of today's status 
Continued on page 11 
hurting on new L.P. 
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Mercy Seat Combine Gospel 
And Punk Rock And Get? 
by Pete Meyer 
What do you get when you add a gospel 
singer who cites her major influences as 
the Sex Pistols and the Voidoids, to the 
guitar player from the Violent Femmes? 
You get Mercy Seat. Lead singer Zena 
Von Heppinstal, guitarist Gordon Gano, 
along with Patrice Moran on bass, and 
Fernando Mendez on the drum kit, make 
up the strangest band to hit the air waves 
since the Red Hot Chili Peppers. 
Their first, self titled album is wonder­
fully bizarre. The opening track, "Let Me 
Ride" sounds like Aretha Franklin at 78 
rpm. While "Soul on Right (Jesus Laid His 
Hands on Me)" is a classic black-gospel 
ballad. On an even more bizarre note, the 
song, "Don't Forget Me" is has some 
guitar riffs that are eerily familiar. They 
could have been taken directly from any 
number of songs done by the Doors. On "I 
Don't Need Nobody But Jesus" it sounds 
like the bass line came straight from the 
fingers of the late Cliff Burton, of 
Metallica. The gospel theme pervades this 
entire album. 
The only types of music that aren't on 
this album are country and heavy metal. 
It's even got a blues tune. 
Von Heppinstal's obsession with classic 
punk can be seen in her song entitled "I've 
Got a Feeling." She manipulates her voice 
in a way that makes it hard to distinguish 
from that of Johnny Rotten, lead singer for 
the Sex Pistols. 
I would recommend this album for 
anyone who wants to have a good time, 
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From Sweden Comes 
The Lolita Pod 
by Karley Bailie 
Lolita Pop was formed in Orebro, 
Sweden in 1979 by mistake. The band 
supposed to play that night never showed 
up, so the kids who ran the club., perform­
ed instead.' After that small taste of suc­
cess, they decided to get serious, and 
Lolita Pop was born. 
They were signed by Sweden's, Mistlur 
label, operated by Peter Vngen. They 
released four records in Sweden and then 
were signed to Virgin Records. This album 
is their self-titled debut on Virgin. 
On the initial hearing, the first thing 
that grabs you is Karin Wistrand on 
vocals. She has a great, earthy voice that 
really touches you. Their songs are catchy 
and likable. The band is good musically 
and they have a good steady rhythm. The 
other members of the band are Benkt 
Svensson, guitar, Stan Booberg, guitar, 
Per Eriksson, drums, and Matts Alsberg, 
bass. 
A song that will catch your attention is 
"Birds of Ice." It is an original, beautiful 
ballad in which Wistrand's vocals really 
shine through. "Keep On" has a good beat 
with a pounding rhythm. 
Overall, they are a good band but have 
some flaws. Some of their lyrics are 
simplistic and repetitive as in "Bang Your 
Head." Sometimes the melodies blend in 
and start to sound the same, but hopefully 
with more releases they they will improve 
and mature. 
Lolita Pop has a lot of potential and if it 
develops, look forward to more singable, 
likable music with a tinge of strangeness. 
L ime  Sp ide rs  
Continued From Page 10. 
quo pop star ("Rock Star"), and even 
a tasty instrumental number ("Just 
One Solution"). A wild version of the 
60's classic "Action Woman," leaves 
the Damned's version out in the cold. 
Rolling Stone magazine has this 
album listed in its' top 10 college radio 
releases, America is catching on to 
The Lime Spiders. So if you are out 
shopping for albums this week, look 
up the Lime Spiders for a good time. If 
their music doesn't turn you on, the 
album cover sure will. 
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Death Of A Hamster 
^ W 
Joe Torero 
The latest news items to be leaked to the 
Vista pertains to the new apartments, the 
Alcala Vistas. It is a haunting rumor that 
parallels the storyline of the movie 
Poltergeist. The rumor is that the new 
apartments are built on a gravesite. Now I 
found this hard to believe, so I did a little 
research at the library and found some 
very interesting information. 
Indians definitely were indigenous to 
San Diego, yet what is really weird, was 
their custom of burying their dead. Sup­
posedly, the best place to rest their dead 
ancestors was on top of a hill. This made it 
easier for the souls of the deceased to 
reach heaven. All of us know that USD is 
known for being the country club on 
what, yes the hill! Ahhhhh! Hold on the 
story gets weirder. 
The natives of this area were polytheist. 
They worshipped the traditional gods of 
the area. (Sun, moon, Diego's...) yet their 
most powerful God was, the God of the 
Sea, obviously due to their close proximity 
of the ocean. Violent storms would rage 
up from time to time killing a few surf-
natives when the swells got big. Also crops 
and beach front adobes would get wreck­
ed. So the people had great respect for the 
God of the Sea. Hence the place to be 
buried was on a hill overlooking the 
ocean. Ahhhhhh!!! 
Also according to the myth the spirits 
would show mercy on the lower casts of 
the society because they were just follow­
ing orders from higher up in the hierar­
chy. But whenever the "Gods" were 
angry, mysterious weather phenomenons 
were signs of bad things to come in the 
future, especially to the leaders of the com­
munity. Earthquakes, hailstorms, and out 
of the ordinary rain storms (like the one 
earlier this month) were definitely bad 
vibrations for these cool cats. This ob­
viously is an angry sign from the gods. 
What about all the fire alarms during 
the first weeks of school? Electrical pro­
blems to the technological, closed western 
mind. Yet when buildings cost as much as 
the Alcala Vistas do, I assume that the ut­
most care is put into them and minor 
details such as the wiring is not overlook­
ed. The "Gods" are saying "get out, get 
out while you still have a chance! Move to 
the beach; party it up on somebody else's 
gravesite. Leave us alone." 
So if you are living in the Alcala Vistas 
or just visiting and you hear howling of 
the wind; or objects start moving around 
on their own; or something freaky like 
that happens. Either the tormented spirits 
of the past are still around or you are on 
some kinda' good dope. If anyone has seen 
or heard of any strange phenomenons 
happening at the Alcala Vistas please 
report them to resident director, Greg and 
he will help you as soon as possible. Just 
remember that it is all relative. 
by Kent Sligh 
I haven't been the same since my 
hamster died. He was a large part of my 
life, and I just can't seem to put his 
memory aside. 
He wasn't like other hamsters — he only 
had one leg. The man at the pet store told 
me that all young hamsters only had one 
leg, and that the other legs would grow in 
with time. He lied. 
About a year later I finally gave up hope 
and resigned myself to the fact that my 
hamster was a cripple. I named him Pogo. 
Pogo wasn't real active, owing mostly to 
the fact that all the hopping around he , 
had to do tired him out. Usuallyhe would 
just stand on his one leg like a stork and 
fall asleep. He would do this for weeks at a 
time without moving. Pogo had been dead 
for six days before I noticed. It happened 
just like that, with no warning. One day 
he was a cheerful young hamster without a 
"And always — always — remember this: A 
swimmer in the water is worth two on the beach." 
care in the world; the next he was a glassy-
eyed shell of his former self, struck down 
in the prime of his short life. 
Pogo had rigor mortis, and he looked 
just like a little furry hockey puck. I con­
sidered tying a string to his leg and hang­
ing him from the mirror in my car, but 1 
decided that would be in poor taste. 
I knew I had to dispose of the corpse, so, 
with tears in my eyes, I flushed Pogo's 
lifeless body down the toilet. He came 
back up. I tried again several more times, 
but it was of no use. The plumbing refused 
to transfer my soggy little friend to his 
final resting place. I was left to devise 
another means of disposing of Pogo's 
damp remains. 
I resolved to cremate Pogo's body in the 
oven and then flush the ashes down the 
toilet. It was then that my mother an­
nounced that it would be a cold day in hell 
"Consider yourself fortunate, Belsky.... As curses 
go, that sure beats having your descendants 
strangled in the night by a walking corpse." 
before she would allow me to burn a dead 
rodent in her oven. She suggested that I 
bury Pogo in the back yard. 
It seemed a very boring and average way 
to conclude such an extraordinary 
hamster's life, and I still had my heart set 
on the watery grave that the toilet could 
provide. My mother was unyielding 
however, and in the end I had no choice 
but to comply with her wishes. 
I laid Pogo to rest in the corner of my 
back yard. I made him a little tombstone 
with his name scratched on it and I held a 
small funeral. I was the only person who 
came by to pay my respects to the decreas­
ed. The next day the neighbor's dog dug 
him up and ate him. 
I think he deserved better than that, so I 
am dedicating this article to the memory 
of Pogo, the best hamster a boy could 
have. 
Nerds in hell 
What A Bahrain?!? 
by Harry Hadjian 
My stomach growled with anticipation 
as I entered the UC Dining Offices last 
week to change my meal plan. I was 
switching to the new and exciting "Blow 
All Your Cash Bonus Plan." You've pro­
bably seen the semi-hip advertising 
scheme put on by Student Affairs that 
goes, "It's just like a Visa but ohh so much 
better!" Give me a break boys. I'm just a 
starving student in dire need of a fair meal 
plan — you want to talk credit cards then 
go find James Colburn. Anyway, the lady 
at the desk completes the 20 second paper 
work on her little computer and in an ins­
tant she is transformed into the USD 
Money Grabbing Monster! She sticks out 
her sweaty palm and in that monotone 
voice that all students know so well, 
bellows, "That will be ten dollars please." 
"Ten dollars for what!", I demanded. 
"All you did was press five or six buttons 
on your darn computer!" 
"Sorry it's University policy sir, I guess 
you just don't want to eat badly enough." 
Well they had me by the you know 
whats (if you don't know what then take a 
class in anatomy). So I reluctantly paid the 
fee. 
So now with my new "license to ralph," 
I ran up to the bakery to buy one of those 
$1.60 milk concoctions that pretends it's a 
large shake. Boy that's a real value folks. 
Seniors, remember those $.80 monsters we 
used to get at Serra? Now that was a 
shake!! Next I travelled to the Grille to get 
a burger and fries. C'Mon Guys I've seen 
better bargains at the ballpark! They even 
have a pub at the park. I hear we're gonna 
get a frozen yogurt stand instead of our 
long awaited pub. How nifty!! (Girls watch 
that 15, you know yogurt is just as 
dangerous as Sundae Bar.) 
From the Grille I went to the 
Marketplace, oh excuse me I mean the 
"7-11 type mark everything .50 cents 
higher than usual place." Whoa, by now 
my card is all used up so it's back to the 
lady downstairs. Ah hell I don't have ten 
dollars! You see it's such a vicious cycle. 
Now what's all this hoopla about this 
Cash-Plus deal? (Boy here'a real fallacy!) 
Cash-Plus what? Do I get a free cuisinart 
with my meal plan or something? No I 
don't, so lighten up Francis. Actually it 
should be called the Cash-Minus Plan. For 
instance, say you have a ten meal plan 
and want to change to the 7 Minus Plan 
The FAR SKJE 
for some inherently stupid reason. They 
cost the same but you get so much less 
with the 7 Minus. 
With 7 Minus you get 7 weekly meals 
and $90.00 a semester. Now the $90.00 is 
supposed to replace those three weekly 
meals that you miss. But ... if you just do 
some simple math you will see the rip-off 
friends. Take those three weekly meals 
you miss and multiply it by $4.00 (a con­
servative estimate for a daily meal in the 
UC). That equals $12.00 a week. Then 
multiply the-$12.00 by 13 (weeks in a 
semester). That total comes to $156.00. So 
the Cash-Minus is a $66.00 rip-off 
(156.00-$90.00) just for the convenience of 
being able to use your "Visa" in the 
Marketplace. For you hardcore idiots try 
the 14-Minus plan, it's even worse. I 
challenge Food Service to do something 
about this! Give us fair portions, reduced 
prices, maybe weekly specials, but please, 
you're not fooling anyone. We don't 
choose to eat here, we have to. (Which is 
sickening enough!) 
I know someone has to pay for those 
brass drinking fountains and those pain­
tings, I can't figure out what they are but 
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USD Football Team Skins Leopards 28-0 in Home Opener 
Photo by John Dasher 
Todd Jackson cuts his way through La Verne's defense as he racked up 84 
yds. and one touchdown. 
by Angelo Lombardo 
This could finally be the year. On Satur­
day in front of a capacity crowd at Torero 
Stadium, USD blasted LaVerne 28-0 to 
avenge themselves for last season's 19-14 
defeat. 
The victory allowed the Toreros to stay 
among the ranks of the unbeaten, with a 
2-0-1 record. "It was an important win for 
us," remarked head coach, Brian Fogarty. 
"If you look back through the years with 
LaVerne, I don't think anyone has beaten 
them that bad." 
Defense was definitely the name of the 
game for USD. The stingy Torero defense 
held the pass oriented Leopards to only 2 
first downs and 32 passing yards in the 
first half of play. 
"We started off kind of slow in the first 
quarter" remarked junior line backer, 
Sean Resian "but after our defense came 
alive they never had a chance." 
Last year LaVerne quarterback, Mark 
Brown hurt USD with two touchdowns in 
the second half of the game. This year, 
Brown found his late game pass attempts 
being snagged from the skies by junior 
defensive back, Bryan Day. Day had two 
interceptions and was part of the reason 
LaVerne had only 5 of 15 passes com­
pleted. The other reason was a 
dominating pass rush headed by senior 
defensive lineman John Gomez who out 
played LaVerne right guard Charley Ar-
viso all night. 
Despite the convincing score, LaVerne 
was no pushover. The Leopards held USD 
scoreless up until the 1:30 mark in the first 
half when sophomore tailback Todd 
Jackson capped a nine yard scoring drive 
with a 3 yard plunge. 
The drive was also engineered by 
Brauilo Castillo who replaced Brendan 
Murphy midway through the second 
quarter. Castillo rushed for 27 yards as the 
Toreros took a 6-0 lead at the intermis­
sion. 
In the second half, USD got the ball 
rolling early when fullback Scott Slykas 
burst 32 yards through a gapping hole to 
put the Toreros on top, 12-0. After 
Castillo hit Senior Jeff Mansukani for a 
two point conversion, USD never looked 
back. 
After Days' second interception gave 
the ball back to the Toreros on LaVerne's 
37 yardline Castillo again orchestrated a 
scoring drive by hitting tight end, Dave 
Nottoli for 6 yard touchdown and 21-0 
lead after Mark Fenick's kick cleared the 
uprights. 
The game ended on a high note for 
USD, when quarterback Brenden Mur­
phy lead a 69 yard drive that was capped 
by sophomore, John Arens' 3 yard run. 
"We thought this might be our season" 
remarked Coach Fogarty," the team has a 
really good attitude this year, if it keeps 
up, good things are going to happen." 
The Toreros take on Whittier next week 
in their attempt to stay unbeaten. The 
game will be played at USD at 7:30 Satur­
day night-BE THERE. 
/ 
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Where Your Options Are As Diverse 
As Your Interest 
If you're looking for a professional 
environment that will expand your 
options, not limit them, you should 
consider a careeer with the Central 
Intelligence Agency. 
We seek enthusiastic liberal arts, 
engineering, and graduate business 
majors who are interested in 
international affairs as well as the 
interplay of politics, history and 
economics in the affairs of mankind 
and nations ... individuals who will 
make the most of their talents in a 
wide variety of challenging CIA 
positions. 
An entire spectrum of opportunities 
is yours to explore ... opportunities 
as diverse as your own interests, as 
exciting as your curiosity. And all 
our career options come with the 
intellectual stimulation and 
excellent growth potential you need 
for a rewarding professional life. To 
qualify for a CIA career, you must 
have a Bachelor's or Master's 
degree or a PhD, be a U.S. citizen 
(both self and spouse), and 
successfully meet our strict medical 
and security requirements. 
The CIA offers highly competitive 
compensation, liberal benefits, and 
the consistent challenges inherent 
in a diverse environment. In 
addition, our location just outside 
the Washington, D.C. area provides 
you with an abundance of leisure-
time options such as cultural 
events, athletic bouts, and historic 
attractions. 
Literature is available for review at 
your Career Placement Office. To 
explore your options with the CIA 
send you resume to: 
Personnel Representative C15 
P.O. Box 3127 
South El Monte, CA 91733 
Resumes must be received by 5 
October 1987 for Fall interviews. 
Central Intelligence Agency 





& LOVE IT! 
No matter what your age, if you 
plan on going to law school, a 
score over 40 can put spring in 
your step! 
You see, candidates who score 
between 40 and 48 on the new 
Law School Admission Test enjoy 
the best chance of being ac­
cepted to the law school of their 
choice and going on to practice 
with top firms or corporations. 
At the Stanley H. Kaplan 
Educational Center, LSAT prepa­
ration is a fine art. So much 
so that Kaplan has more "over 
40's" grads than any other test prep 
firm in the nation. 
Isn't that just the test edge 
your law career deserves? 
KAPLAN 
STANIEYH K APt AN EDUCATIONAl CENTER LTD 
The world's leading 
test prep organization. 
Call Days, Evenings, Even Weekends 
4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego, CA 92117 
(619) 277-6744 
For Information Regarding 
Over 120 Centers 
OUTSIDE N Y. STATE CALL 
TOLL FREE 800-223-1782 
preparation for the LSAT 
and over 30 other standarized examinations 
Volleyball 
Looks Forward 
To WCAC Play 
The Torera volleyball team begins 
West Coast Athletic Conference play 
this weekend after losing its only 
match last week to see the team's 
record fall to 2-7. 
USD lost to USIU 15-10, 15-4, 15-1 
in the Fifth San Diego City Tourna­
ment. USIU went on to defeat San 
Diego State in the finals. Jody Con-
ners had a team-high seven kills in the 
match with Teresa Myers having 20 
assists and seven digs. 
The Toreras begin conference play 
against WCAC newcomer St. Mary's 
Thursday, then face Santa Clara and 
San Francisco on Friday and Satur­
day. 
Coach John Martin was optimistic 
about beginning conference play. 
"The key for us is to be consistent in 
what we're doing," explained Martin. 
"If we play consistently and with con­
fidence, we'll be fine. We expect to 
have a really successful road trip." 
Simply Red Fans! 
If there is anyone planning to at­
tend the Oct. 9 Simply Red concert at 
the USD Sports Center with special 
needs (handicapped, casts etc.) please 
contact Wayne Walker, 260-4715, or 
please leave a note in his box in AS 
Executive Office. 
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Soccer Resumes Winning 
Ways With Two Shutouts 
Special Editorial: 
With a pair of shutouts over the 
weekend, the USD soccer team reversed a 
slump that had seen the Toreros go three 
matches without a win. 
The winless streak reached three earlier 
in the week when USD tied CSU San Ber­
nardino 3-3. James Kyle scored twice in 
that one as the Toreros built a 3-0 lead but 
could not hold on. 
USD put together two big wins, though, 
at the Coors/UNLV Invitational. First 
the Toreros dropped CSU Los Angeles 3-0 
as Kyle had two more goals and an assist, 
with Bob Welsh scoring once for USD. It 
was goaltender Scott Huckleberry's se­
cond shutout of the season. 
Huckelberry and USD recorded shutout 
number three the next day, blanking 
Portland 1-0 as Damon Werner scored 
with just under two minutes remaining in 
regulation play, with Sterling Peloso and 
Kyle picking up assists. Portland was rank­
ed fourth on the West Coast going into 
the weekend. 
"These were big wins for us," stated 
USD coach Seamus McFadden "we made 
some adjustments. We had to shore up 
our defense, and that's what we did. It 
paid off." USD is now 5-2-1 for 1987. 
The Toreros moved up from number 11 
to seventh in the West Coast rankings. 
This week they face UC Irvine on 
Wednesday at home, then take to the 
road to face St. Mary's on Friday and then 
Santa Clara on Sunday. 
Individually, Kyle's big week gives him 
seven goals and four assists for the year. 
Chris Duke is next on the team with two 
goals and four assists, and Eric Deutsch 
third with three goals and one assist. 
Slide Em In Earns Respect 
While it is still early in season, the 
prediction that Sigma Pi will win the 
Men's Softball league may soon be 
thought of in the same way as Sports II-
lustrated's prediction that the Cleveland 
Indians will be baseball's best team. What 
happened to Mark Panelli's team last Sun­
day had to be seen to be believed. In four 
and one half innings, Marc Thiebach's 
Slide Em In piled up 14 runs while 
Thiebach threw a shut out at Sigma Pi. 
The damage was done early as Slide Em 
In scored 9 times in the second inning. 
Perry the Prognosticator could not be 
reached for comment. 
Elsewhere, Uncle Wiggley's main­
tained their no. 1 ranking with a 6-0 vic­
tory over the Phi Kaps. Life after Mifsud 
is still the same for Doug Gadker's team as 
a lack of offense is a major problem. Phil 
Barbara's team had no such problems as 
Dan Geiger and Tom Grace led an eight-
hit attack. Sigma Chi moved up to no. 4 
with a facile 9-3 victory over Strokin 
Ballgers. Larry Getz and Co. owe this 
victory to an unusually porous Ballger 
defense. But then again, these guys usually 
find some way to lose. 
Two games ended in ties Sunday. First,it 
was a two-run two-out double by Larry 
Kirshbaum that gave the Executive Ball 
STOCKER/CASHIER 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
Must be honest, friendly, 
neat and responsible 
20-30 hours per week 
Will train 
$4.00 starting pay 
Day/Evening/Weekend 
Hours available 
Sports Arena Area 
223-4397 
Club an 8-8 tie with the Box Boys. Then 
it was Guys with Big Sticks coming up 
with 2 seventh inning runs to tie Rising 
Sons 4-4. Lance Blount and Dan Bailey 
had the key hits in the rally. 
In the B-league, Sigma Pi II became the 
only undefeated team with an 8-5 victory 
over Team Bagel. Byl Berger, Jeff Barker 
and Peter Greeley had the key hits for the 
victors overshadowing a 3 for 3 perfor­
mance by the Bagel's Curt Names. John 
Nothdurft, and Steve Speer led the Free 
Agents past the IM Addicts 6-4 and 
Black Sheep, led by Greg Cummings 
and Bill Rothwell, knocked off Dickie's 
Dozen 8-4. Dickie's Dozen, the 
preseason favorites dropped to 0-2. 
Perry 
Picks 
Flag Football — Phi Kappa Theta 
Co-Rec Volleyball — Bump and Grind 





All Day Events 
Dinner for parents 
and students 
Sunday 
Mass and Reception 
For more info, call: 
Sister McMonagle 
260-4271 
Baseball Awards Are Upon Us 
by Pat Connolly 
Well, another October is upon us 
and with it comes the end of yet 
another season of baseball. With less 
than a week left, the races look to be 
over now. Toronto and St. Louis 
both hold 3Vz game leads. Minnesota 
is 5 up over K.C. and the Giants have 
clinched no less than a tie. Since sim­
ple mathematic calculations will show 
who the league victors are, let's move 
on to a much more debatable topic — 
who is deserving of baseball's most 
coveted awards? 
First let's look at the Rookie of the 
Year in each league. Benito Santiago, 
catcher for the San Diego Padres, 
seems a sure bet with an average that 
has hovered around .300 most of the 
season and a 31 (and counting) game 
hitting streak. Mike Dunne, a pitcher 
for the Pirates also deserves some con­
sideration. After a mid-season call-up 
he has gone 12-5 for the hapless 
Pirates. 
In any other year, the AL choice 
would have been a fight between Matt 
Nokes, 31 hrs., and a .291 avg., 
behind the plate for Detroit; Devon 
White, 24 hrs., 86 RBI's and a possible 
Gold Glove in center for the Angels; 
and Kevin Seitzer, a sure bet for 200 
hits and a .322 avg. while playing 
third base for the Royals. But because 
of the year Mark McGuire has had in 
Oakland, no one else will receive a 
single 1st place vote. 48 hrs., 115 RBI's 
and .295 avg. after starting the year 
on the bench. 
The AL Comeback Player of the 
Year is undoubtedly, Bret 
Saberhagen. The 1985 Cy Young 
Award winner came off a dismal 7-12 
record in '86 to be 15-3 at the All-Star 
break. Even though he's endured a 
horrible 2nd half, he still owns a fine 
17-10 record. 
The NL choice could be either J. 
Clark, who is having a MVP season 
after missing all but 65 games last year 
because of injuries, or Rick Sutcliffe 
who is 18-9 after going 5-14 last year. 
But my choice is Pedro Guerrero who 
last year only managed 61 at-bats 
because of a knee injury, but this year 
has exploded for 27 hrs., 86 RBI s, 
and a .366 avg. 
With two more starts left, the Cy 
Young Award Winner has yet to be 
determined in the AL. Although 
several pitchers are having excellent 
years, the leading candidates are Jim­
my Key. of Toronto, Frank Viola o.f 
Minnesota and Roger Clemens of 
Boston. The edge goes to Clemens, 
who could still win 20 after holding 
out the 1st month of the season with 
a contract dispute. 
In the NL, Sutcliffe with a 18-9 
record and Steve Bedrosian of 
Philadelphia with 40 saves seems to be 
the leading candidates. But the most 
deserving is 40 year old Nolan Ryan 
of the Astros who is leading the 
league in strikeouts and ERA, dispite 
a 8-14 record. 
Last up is baseball's most coveted 
player award: the MVP. In the AL, 
although Alan Trammel, shortstop 
for Detroit who is hitting .345 with 
over 100 RBI's, and Mark McGuire 
are having great years, George Bell of 
the Toronto Blue Jays has finally 
reached his potential. He is leading 
the Blue Jays to the division title with 
a .317 average and 47 hrs., while 
leading the league with 133 RBI's and 
111 runs. 
In the NL, Andre Dawson has put 
up the numbers to be MVP: 46 hrs. 
and 131 RBI's, both leading the 
league, and a .287 avg. But, J. Clark 
has also put up some impressive stats, 
35 hrs. and 105 RBI's. Clark is my 
choice because he has been the key to 
the Cardinals pennant drive. 
CONTACT LENS 
$79 complete* 
Daily soft lenses 
$99 complete* 
Extended sort lenses 
$129 complete* 
Tinted soft lenses 
•Price includes: Exam • Fitting 
Chemical care kit • 30-day follow-up 
Softmate XW, Cooperthin DW 
Paraperm XW/DW for myopia, Cibacolor 
Gas Permeable Hard Lens 
Daily wear $149 complete* 
Extended wear $199 complete* 
283-5858 
Dr. John McDonald 
4114 Adams Avenue, Kensington/Normal Heights 
Hwy. 15 8t Hwy. 8 
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-6, Sat. 8-5 
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Square Pan Players of the Week 
This week the IM department 
honors two players who although the 
epitome of a team player, still manage 
to dominate games like no one else. In 
soccer, Kirash Dehpahne has been 
the league's best player for many a 
year and he didn't diminish his 
reputation by scoring seven goals last 
week. Ann Caro, water polo's best 
female player, scored six times last 
week. In addition she scored a hat 
trick in a speed soccer game after 
goaltending a perfect first half. 
Assuming Dehpahne and Caro saw 
their pictures and reported to the 
Sports Center by Tuesday, a six-slice 
pepperoni pizza will be awarded to 
each courtesy of Square Pan Pizza. 
Remember, check for your picture. 
You may be the next IM Square Plan 
Player of the Week. 
Soccer Kicks Off Season 
Bo Landress opened the first game of the 
season with its first score giving A.I.A. a 
1-0 lead. However, 4 goals by Alex Hailu 
and 3 by Armin Skalmowski powered 
"X" past Wade Walker's Alcoholics in 
Action 9-4. Sigma Chi's Mike Histon 
scored two goals but got into a shooting 
match with Kirash Dehpahne and the 
Legion of Doom's 7-3 victory. In an 
even more one-sided contest, Manuel Gar­
cia scored 4 times for the Magic Team in 
their 7-0 rout of In Your Box. 
The Thursday night games proved to be 
closer contests as was evidenced by a back 
and forth battle between Fletch and 
Pilfer and Something Sexual. Matt 
Sandberg finally scored the winning goal 
as Feltch and Pilfer survived 3-2. In 
another see-saw confrontation, 
A.G.S.P.'s Todd Tillman and Minors in 
Possession's John Holland each tallied 3 
goals to account for a 5-4 victory. Finally, 
proving that age is not a factor, The 
Graduates downed their geritol and then 
easily took Reeb Gnob 8-2. Captain 
Klaus Lundgren scored twice and Rob 
Swain added a hat trick for the victors. 
In the women's division, Ann Caro 
shined for Hackin's Revenge, both in 
the goal (several great saves) and out (3 
goals scored) as Hackin easily beat the 
Peas 9-0. Kelly Finnegan and Suzanne 
Thiebach had big games too, scoring 2 
and 3 goals respectively. The Brew Crew 
floated a forfeit win and Also Hangin 
beat Rasta Rebels 7-2 behind a flurry of 
scoring by Stephanie Owens, Tammy 
Kelley, Kelley Jhung, Kim John and Toni 
Tortorelli. 
STOP!! 
Full and Part Time 
Opportunities Available 
National publishing firm 
seeks sharp individuals to 
help fight teenage alcohol 
& drug abuse 
$150 to $250/week 
Part Time 
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IM Distinctions 
(Sept. 21-27) 
MEN'S SOFTBALL: Game of the 
Week: Executive Ball Club vs. Box Boys. 
Team of the Week: Slide Em In. 
Player of the Week: Marc Thiebach 
(Slide Em In). 
CO-REC SOFTBALL: Game of the 
Week: O.T.M. vs. Sigma Chi. Team of 
the Week: AKPsi Pleasure Machine. 
Player of the Week: Ron Wood (Sigma 
Chi). 
MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL-A League: 
Game of the Week: Flesh vs. Big Brown 
Leather Balls. Team of the Week: 
Sigma Pi I. Player of the Week: Danny 
Tarkanian (Wrecking Crew). 
MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL-B League: 
Game of the Week: Hymen Busters vs. 
BAMFr's. Team of the Week: Pain. 
Player of the Week: John Keenan 
(BAMFr's). 
CO-REC INNERTUBE WATER 
POLO: Game of the Week: Sigma Pi vs. 
4 Guys and 3 Girls. Team of the Week: 
Sigma Pi. Player of the Week: Brent 
Redelsberger (Sigma Pi). 
MEN'S SPEED SOCCER: Game of 
the Week: A.G.S.P. vs. Minors In 
Possession. Team of the Week: Feltch 
and Pilfer. Player of the Week: Kirash 
Dehpahne (Legion of Doom). 
WOMEN'S SPEED SOCCER: Game 
of the Week: Also Hangin vs. Rasta 
Rebels. Team of the Week: Also Hagin. 
Player of the Week: Ann Caro 
(Hackin's Revenge). 
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL-A League: 
Game of the Week: Five Apples vs. 
Gonna Need Help. Team of the Week: 
Death From Above. Player of the 
Week: Byl Berger (Death From Above). 
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL-B League: 
Game of the Week: Dick, Blick and the 
Wazoobies vs. Helen Keller and the 
Miracle Workers. Team of the Week: 
Joy Division. Player of the Week: Jim 
Spina (Joy Division). 
P l a y  o f  t h e  W e e k  
There were 16 seconds left and Flesh 
had just scored the tying touchdown. Paul 
Fournier dropped back to pass and spot­
ted Kurt Jafay open down field. Jafay haul­
ed in the pass and sprinted away from the 
defense to give B.B.L.B. a 12-6 Flag Foot­
ball victory. Fournier to Jafay — the IM 
Play of the Week. 
WATCH FOR DETAILS ON THE BOOKSTORÊ  UPCOMING HALLOWEEN ACTIVITIES. 
USD BOOKSTORE USD BOOKSTORE USD BOOKSTORE 
Feltch and Pilfer — What a week it was for team of the week candidates. 
Death From Above knocks off the defending champs in volleyball. Slide Em 
In mercy-rules #2 ranked Sigma Pi in softball — "X" easily defeats highly regard­
ed (why?) A.I.A. in soccer. AKPsi annihilates the Ballbangers in co-rec soft-
ball. Last year, each of these teams would have a good claim to the award. This 
year, sportsmanship and attitude have gained importance in selecting the IM 
Miller Lite Team of the Week and Feltch and Pilfer went far beyond the boun­
daries of ordinary sportsmanship in their soccer game against Something Sex­
ual. Locked in a tight 2-2 battle, Matt Sandberg's team got a big break. One of 
their opponents had to leave forcing his team to play shorthanded. They could 
have capitalized. However, Fletch and Pilfer removed one of their players from 
the field to keep the competition even, thereby depriving themselves of as easy vic­
tory. The fact that Fletch and Pilfer still won 3-2 is irrelevant. Playing the game 
was more important than winning for our IM Miller Lite Team of the Week. Not 
pictured: John Claridy. 
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You Make The Call Beggars Still No, 1 
In IM Football 
The IM Flag Football program settled 
their strike Thursday night much to the 
chagrin of Todd Dupey's Untouchable 
Force. The no. 1 ranked Beggars touch­
ed Dupey's team plenty in a 30-0 
whitewash. Bill Jones and Tom Grace did 
most of the damage, but Marc Carlson, 
Bob Caya, Jim Engelman and Jim Cuddy 
also hit the scoreboard. The other Friday 
game saw Absolute Authority feasting 
on Unrolled Tacos and showing no ill 
effects from their already reported break­
up. 
On Saturday, the B-league kicked off its 
season, and in the first two games the 
losers were defeated by a combined 109-0! 
EMB's and ??? were the victors, but in 
deference to the feelings of Pendejos and 
Pain no more will be written. Continuing 
with the B-league, the Phi Kaps started 
their "season of the sandbag" with a 26-0 
rout over Guardians of Hell. Doug 
Gadker's team is so desperate for a t-shirt 
that they are petitioning to play only 
powder puff teams in the playoffs. The 
BAMFr's got by the Hymen Busters 
21-18 when an apparent game winning 
touchdown run by John Nothdurft was 
called back because of an illegal flying 
body block. The Spleefmen played 
With Themselves and scored an im­
pressive 32-0 victory over Richard Stefan's 
team. 
Returning to the A-league, no. 4 ranked 
Sigma Pi had the look of a solid con­
tender as Greg Moll's five touchdown 
passes simply overpowered the Brew 
Crew 35-6. No. 3 ranked Word-Up 
Wrecking Crew mined the Grogmen 
21-12. Damnum Et Injured passed by 
the Schlongduckers 8-6. In the day's 
most exciting game, Flesh's Brian Thorpe 
scored with 16 seconds left to tie the game, 
but Big Brown Leather Balls' Kurt 
Jafay scored his second touchdown of the 
day on the very next play to give Angelo 
Lombardo's team a 12-6 victory. 
As rumor has it, the strike was only set­
tled when it was learned that scabs were 
going to play in order to get on the Bud 
Page. When word got out, the IM owners 
sent those strike breakers back to Jack 
Murphy Stadium. 
The start of the Flag Football season saw 
the return of only two veteran officials to 
the IM staff. Thanks to these two, Tom 
Grace and Angelo Lombardo, the first 
week still went smoothly, and the rookies 
now have a good example to follow. Tom 
and Angels, keep up the good work. You 
are appreciated. 
Now for this week's question: Scott Lit­
tle made the right call during the Slide 
In a day which consisted of only three 
games being played, the top teams all 
chalked up wins. The second and first 
ranked teams, A.I.A. and Killer 
Tsunami, found the going pretty easy, as 
both won by forfeit. The number three 
team, on the other hand, had to get their 
feet wet, but indeed they were ready. 
Powered by an explosive offense, 4 
Guys and 3 Girls dominated Sigma Pi 
from beginning to end. The majority of the 
explosion came from team captain, Ann 
Caro, who scored a game high 12 points. 
Caro'constantly penetrated to the front of 
the goal and made many of her shots look 
easy. This combined with a solid defense, 
may actually make 4 Guys and 3 Girls 
Em In — Sigma Pi softball game last 
Sunday. How would you have ruled? A fly 
ball was hit down the left field line and the 
left fielder standing clearly in fair territory 
reached over and touched the ball while it 
was clearly in foul territory. After the 
deflection, the ball landed fair. Is this a fair 
or foul ball? Answer: The ball is FOUL. 
The position of the ball not the fielder is 
the determining factor. Good call, Scott. 
the team to beat. Score this one 18 to 9. 
Sigma Pi fared better in their earlier 
game, as they matched heads with an in­
experienced Slippery When Wet team. 
Led by Judy Bubieri's four first half 
points, Sigma Pi took a 6-2 half-time 
lead. In the second half it was Sigma Pi 
opening up an eight point advantage and 
making the final 14-6. 
Immediately following that contest, 
Slippery When Wet was given a second 
chance against another newcomer, Blue 
Meanies. Blue Meanies jumped out to 
an early lead with five first half goals by 
Tim Peterson, and played tough 
throughout the second half to take a 13 to 
7 victory. This free agent team looked very 
impressive in their first ever game. 
Top Teams Get Wins in Water Polo 
CoRec Volleyball 
It wasn't until this week that fruit pick­
ing season began in Julian, but Byl Berger 
and Death From Above got a head start 
as they picked 5 Apples clean on Mon­
day night in the gym. Old age and 
treachery were no match for youth and 
enthusiasm as the upstart Death From 
Above took it to the defending champs in 
two straight games 15-12, 15-4. Berger and 
Lori Smith led the way for the newly no. 2 
ranked team. 
With 5 Apples falling, Poltzer Pi's 
took over the top spot and from the looks 
of things Jeff Lake's team wants their 
championship back. Poltz had no trouble 
defeating both Cuervo Gold and Sigma 
Chi in straight games. Making Poltzer 
Pi's look even better is the fact that both 
of their opponents won their other match. 
Sigma Chi defeated the Spiked 
Coconuts 15-5, 15-11 and Cuervo Gold 
also beat Margo Mau's team 15-10, 15-12. 
The other A-Ieague match saw 5 Apples 
rebound and defeat Gonna Need Help 
15-13, 16-14. Ken Grimes' team held a 
14-11 lead in the second game before suc­
cumbing to the defending champs. 
*Next week: A look at the B-league con­
tenders. 
*Team Captains Note: Playoffs will be 
held on Tuesday 10/13 and the champion­
ships will be on Saturday 10/17. 
*Last Note: Due to editing deadlines, 
volleyball articles will always be one week 
behind the playing action. 
Bowling To Stay Awake 
Yes, it's time to play that game again — 
Intramurals For Insomniacs, also known 
as the Midnight Bowling Tournament. 
This special event will take place on Fri­
day, October 16 from midnight — 2:30 
a.m. Clairemont Bowl is the site and $3.50 
per person is the cost for three games plus 
shoes. Two men and two women con­
stitute a team and entries are due at the 
Sports Center no later than October 14 at 
6:00 p.m. Sign-up now for IM Midnight 
Bowling. What else could you possibly be 
doing on a Friday night? 
Beach Vball Entries Due Wed. 
It's the special event of the year and it 
will be held Sunday, October 11. Original­
ly scheduled for Saturday, the Beach 
Volleyball tournament has been moved 
back a day, so make your plans now. 
Mens and mixed teams will take to the 
sand at Ocean Beach and battle 
throughout the day for the championship. 
With sun, surf, and munchies in the 
forecast, everyone is a winner. With $2.00 
being the price for a team entry, you can't 
afford to miss this event. You will miss it, 
however, unless you turn your entry in at 
the Sports Center by Wednesday, Oc­
tober 7. So sign-up now and join in on the 
fun! 
Co-Rec Softball: 
EEEdith Still On Top 
Opening week of the Co-Rec Softball 
season saw a number of impressive team 
performances, but none more awesome 
than that turned in by the defending 
champions. EEEdith On Top certainly 
lived up to their team name as they showed 
no mercy against an understaffed Yo 
Mama. Scott Little went 4 for 4 and both 
Rick Keeley and Ken Grimes homored in 
the 21-1 rout. For Yo Mama, only a fifth 
inning homerun by Franco Simone saved 
the embarrassment of a shutout. 
The Rec-ing Crew took over the no. 2 
spot with an almost equally impressive 
20-2 shellacking of Beef and Buns. Brent 
Shaffer had three hits and John 
Nothdurft, Karen Skemp, and Meg Estey 
all homored for the victors. Maria 
Mossuto, A1 Zawistoki, and Paul Fox each 
had multiple hit games in the losing effort. 
The shocker for the day came an hour 
earlier as the AKPsi Pleasure Machine 
handily defeated the Ballbangers 12-2. 
The no. 3 ranked Pleasure Machine 
(that's right, AKPsi and "ranked" is no 
longer an oxymoron) was keyed by solid 
hitting throughout the line-up. Pat Con­
nolly and Jana Way each scored twice to 
ensure that the once highly regarded 
Ballbangers were never a factor. 
No. 4 ranked Sigma Chi pulled off the 
comeback of the day as they erased a 7-0 
defeat en route to an 8-7 win over O.T.M. 
Even more amazing than the late offensive 
spurt was the comeback made by many of 
these players after falling prey to another 
tough Friday night (the man with the 
visine concession made a fortune.) In the 
softball game, a Patty Mamer double 
keyed a 5-run second inning which gave 
O.T.M. an early 6-0 lead. After three and 
one half innings, the O.T.M. lead was 7-0, 
but Sigma Chi started to chip away. Bill 
Jones, Chris Emge, and Debbie Panattoni 
each had hits in a 3-run fourth inning and 
going to the seventh, the score was a 
close 7-4. In this inning Mamer was forced 
out of the game with an injury and the 
O.T.M. defense self-destructed. Finally, it 
was Jones driving home Panattoni with 
the run that gave Sigma Chi an 8-7 
victory. 
Better Buy The Case dropped to no. 
5 as once again Mike Hedrick failed to get 
a ball club to the field on opening day. 
This year the Co-Rec Softball season 
started one week later than usual in the 
hope that "Red" could get his act together, 
but this turned out to be just another 
futile gesture on the part of the IM depart­
ment. 
IM Rankings 
IM rankings will be posted every 
Tuesday at the Sports Center, in 
front of Serra Hall, and at Outdoor 
Adventures. 
